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1 Introduction
This document compiles all sources of information contributing towards the record of activities involved at the
VAMOS field tests. The individual records, taken in a broad range of formats, represent the Site Diary. The Site
Diary provides a record of the activities involved in setting up each site, field tests and equipment mobilisations,
along with potential lessons learned from the operational activities performed at each site.
The site diary covers both field tests held at Lee Moor and Silvermines.
The practice of keeping site diaries is key to providing a reflection on success of planning, execution and
performance of the VAMOS system during the field tests. It was intended to record events in a range of styles
and from the point of view of each stakeholder (operations, safety etc.) to give a qualitative set of lessons
learned, contributing towards future development of the system.
It should be noted that due to the various formats of the diary entries, it is necessary to carry out some cross
referencing when reviewing a particular event within the field tests.
Within this document are a list of lessons learned during and after the field test activities. These are supported
by further notes made in deliverable D5.2: System Functionality Test Report. The two documents should be
reviewed together to fully understand the evaluation of the lessons learned with regards to the VAMOS system
equipment.

2 The ¡VAMOS! Project
Estimates indicate that the value of unexploited European mineral resources at a depth of 500‐1,000 metres is
ca €100 billion, however, a number of physical, economic, social, environmental and human constraints have as
yet limited their exploitation.
¡VAMOS! will provide a new Safe, Clean and Low Visibility Mining Technique and will prove its Economic Viability
for extracting currently unreachable mineral deposits, thus encouraging investment and helping to put the EU
back on a level playing field in terms of access to strategically important minerals. Deriving from successful deep‐
sea mining techniques, the ¡VAMOS! mining solution aspires to lead to: Re‐opening abandoned mines;
Extensions of open cut mines which are limited by stripping ratio, hydrological or geotechnical problems; and
opening of new mines in the EU.
¡VAMOS! will design and manufacture innovative automated excavation equipment and environmental impact
monitoring tools that will be used to perform field tests in four mine sites across Europe with a range of rock
hardness and pit morphology. ¡VAMOS! will:
1. Develop a prototype underwater, remotely controlled, mining machine with associated launch and
recovery equipment
2. Enhance currently available underwater sensing, spatial awareness, navigational and positioning
technology
3. Provide an integrated solution for efficient Real‐time Monitoring of Environmental Impact
4. Conduct field trials with the prototype equipment in abandoned and inactive mine sites with a range of
rock types and at a range of submerged depths
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5. Evaluate the productivity and cost of operation to enable mine‐ability and economic reassessment of
the EU's mineral resources.
6. Maximize impact and enable the Market Up‐Take of the proposed solutions by defining and overcoming
the practicalities of the concept, proving the operational feasibility and the economic viability.
7. Contribute to the social acceptance of the new extraction technique via public demonstrations in EU
regions.
The project duration is 42 months, having started on the 1st February 2015.
Contact with the EC should be only via the coordinating partner BMT.

3 Overview of Diary Sources
The Site Diary for the first field test (Lee Moor) is compiled from the following documents, which can be found
in the Appendices of this document:
Weekly safety and progress review meeting minutes
Issued by the site safety/quarry manager – Mark Richards and SMD
These (11) reports provide a weekly overview of progress of the trials at site with special attention given to
mobilisation/construction, logistics, site safety, site conditions, risk assessments, training/inductions/permits,
accidents/near misses and aims/objectives for following events. The quality of these reports is very good and
they give a detailed account of the relevant areas across the duration of the trial.
Field trials test log
Issued by the MV pilot(s) – SMD
These logs were recorded by the MV pilot during the section of the trials where the equipment was operated as
a complete system (after integration and commissioning). The logs provide an insight into the order of events
when operating the equipment along with the potential causes for disruption of operation e.g. expected
downtime to deploy to working positions or unexpected downtime for repair/modification. The logs provide
raw information recorded in short hand note format during equipment operation, from the point of view of the
pilot. Each entry is associated to a date and time stamp, making the notes useful/accurate for reflecting on the
execution of specific activities. This timestamp format makes the test log a key reference document for post
processing mining activity data following the trial. It should be noted that the test log focuses on the MV only
and lacks clarity on events occurring around the site. The diary source is also limited in its ability to provide
evidence for early stages of the trial due to the first entry being after commissioning.
Visit report (Damen)
Issued by John Brebde – Damen (translated to English)
This site report is provided by Damen field service engineer and provides a very detailed account of the positive
and negative experiences of operating the equipment of the VAMOS system. The report is structured in a
qualitative manner and is very effective at highlighting areas for improvement in the context of the next trial
but also if the technology was to be commercialised. The report covers all equipment parts of the mining system
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and is therefore key for developing an understanding of the lessons learned from the operator’s point of view.
It should be noted the report does not have date/time stamping and has been translated from Dutch to English.
Visit report (Damen)
Issued by Fons Bonder/Martin Hekkert – Damen
Presented as a response to Damen system evaluation questionnaire, the field service engineer and intern have
provided a site report which complements the report provided by John Brebde. Again, the accounts are very
detailed and provide key insight for lessons learned but the area of focus is more towards the setup and
performance of the system as a project rather than the finer details of operation of the machinery. This is
valuable information, providing qualitative information to help reflect on policy for tools, management
practices, safety etc.
The Site Diary for the second field test (Silvermines) is compiled from the following documents:
Weekly safety and progress review meeting minutes
Issued by the site safety manager – Fabio Simoes/Ian White (SMD)
These (6) reports provide a weekly overview of progress of the trials at site with special attention given to
mobilisation/construction, logistics, site safety, site conditions, risk assessments, training/inductions/permits,
accidents/near misses and aims/objectives for following events. The reports also contain high level details of
the progress of the equipment trials along with conflicts dealt with across the duration. The quality of these
reports is very good, and they represent a good source of evidence for the progression of the trials, covering all
equipment pieces, the site conditions and evidence from all project partners. These reports were mutually
agreed between all parties before submission.
Field trials daily diary (log)
Issued by the mission leader – SMD
As an evolution of the field trials test log recorded at the first trial, the mission leader took responsibility for
keeping a regular daily diary during the second trial. Remaining in short hand note format, the diary provides
raw information from the point of view of a centralized project technical leader. The diary is comprehensive in
the fact that it covers the entire trial from integration/commissioning through to demobilisation. Each entry is
associated to a date and time stamp, making the notes useful/accurate for reflecting on the execution of specific
activities. This timestamp format makes the test log a key reference document for post processing mining
activity data following the trial. The diary is not limited to the experience of the MV operator and therefore
covers all activities onsite including equipment operations/performance, changes in site conditions and
uptime/downtime from all the elements of the system.
Field Test Document (Silvermines)
Issued by SMD
The copy of this test document provided for the site diary is that which was completed at site during the trials.
The document is evidence of the milestones of the project, including dates and times of completion as well as
some notes signed on account of the mission leader.
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Trip report (Sandvik)
Issued by Walter Riegler – Sandvik
This site report was provided by Sandvik’s field service engineer and covers the trial period of mining operations
in the pit. The report provides a great deal of qualitative information around the performance of the equipment
along with maintenance and modifications activities. Specifically, there are many details with regards to the
MV’s ability to cut material and the level of pick wear associated. The report is date stamped to allow correlation
with other diaries of the trial and Sandvik pick wear charts. The quality of the report is very good and is a reliable
source for events that happened on site.
Trip report (Damen)
Issued by Martin Hekkert – Damen
This site report was provided by Damen’s field service engineer and covers key lessons learned from an
equipment and operation point of view.
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4 Lessons learned
Lessons learned for both trials can be extracted from several sources. In particular, this section of the site diary can be referenced against submission for deliverable
D5.2 and many presentations given by technical managers of the VAMOS consortium. Document D5.2 is particularly useful for referencing photographs of progress
and equipment lessons learned.
Here we will outline the lessons learned from the first trial, actions that were put in place to improve them for the second trial and a brief evaluation of the outcomes
and overall lessons learned.
Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Safety onsite

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

No near misses were recorded

None planned

No significant weather issues

None planned

Working at height safety principles were
difficult to enforce when working on top of
the MV

Increase awareness to use correct PPE
during induction. Install fall arrest line on
LARV gantry above MV

Site safety system proven to be invaluable

Necessary to adapt for each new site

One near miss was recorded during the
commissioning stage – refer to safety
report for details
Extreme weather conditions led to safety
risks and damage; the operations on site
were temporarily suspended. As a result,
additional LARV mooring had to be
installed, additional crane hire and
technical diving was needed, and
power/signal cables needed repairing
Fall arrest actions for gantry were
effective. Would be beneficial to have
climbing points on the MV and/or
ladders/steps and have a lanyard over the
MV to clip on safety harnesses
New site meant new safety risks – again
proven that revised safety system is

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Communication onsite

Planning and
leadership

Local content
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Fall hazards on LARV due to operation of
platform and MV

Safety barriers to be reinstated

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

English was to be the primary language
onsite, but this was not always adhered to
A shortage of radios along with use of
different radio channels by each party was
found to cause confusion at times
Project planning was done in a
collaborative and flexible/agile manner –
this proved to be invaluable when
site/equipment conditions changed
There was a lack of technical focus for the
deliverables of the trial for WP6

Reinforce the use of English language
during site inductions
Increase number of radios and hand out to
team leaders

Decisions were made in a collaborative
manner

Continue this shared leadership style
between all parties along with good
teamwork
Seek out similar setup and continue

Using local contractors for civil engineering
and engineering services proved to be very
efficient

Continue this approach

Appoint a ‘mission leader’ role to assist the
work package project manager with the
technical deliverables

invaluable to protect personnel, assets and
environment
Safety barriers remaining to cause issues
with MV launch – LARV redesign to
accommodate this
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
The use of other languages during the trial
was significantly lower
Experience was better but there remained
a need to standardise the radio
communication system for the future
Collaboration/teamwork is essential. There
was a minor delay of the commissioning
phase due to heavy weather and
interfacing problems
Mission leader role improved the
execution of the technical deliverables but
there it still some room for improvement
with regards to leadership of the trials as
the mission leader was sometimes
distracted with other activities and/or
leadership positions were not clear onsite
Collaboration/teamwork is essential. Daily
progress meetings with main partners
were introduced but not always held
Use of local content contractors was
proven to be very wise and efficient.
Evidence shows that the trials had a good
financial impact for the local community

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Site survey and
preparation

Mobilisation/logistics

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

Bathymetric data gathered only, no soil
sampling and/or geotechnical details done.
Consequently, cost increase and delays for
testing

Silt survey was performed additional to
bathymetry. Geotechnical data
determined from surface rock only

Site layout and planning was very efficient
and highlighted the need for considerable
civil engineering work
Conditions at site were difficult especially
in wet weather and darkness – traffic
management and vehicle usage were
important to manage
Positioning of the equipment parts
according to the site plan was not always
sufficient for operational limits e.g. control
cabin, shore cable, LARV positions

Repeat process and better budgeting for
civil engineering work

Silt problems were alleviated however,
underwater rock strength was difficult or
costly to determine, and it was suspected
to be quite high – recommend some
underwater/sub‐bottom geotechnical
samples for future sites (core, box, grab
samples)
Civil engineering work effective at making
site safe/suitable

No restriction discovered for mobilisation
operations
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Preferably off‐road type vehicles should be
used – planned traffic routes should be
enforced

Traffic management good, site conditions
much more suited to normal road vehicles

Reposition control cabin as necessary

Control cabin had to be further
repositioned highlighting that desktop
planning does not match reality at site
when taking into account topography,
specifics of layout and shortened lengths
of cables/other lines
Extreme weather hindered the use of large
crane – this was not planned for in cost or
time – recommend for future to
accommodate this scenario in planning

None planned

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Site conditions
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First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

Site was always kept clean and tidy where
possible especially in the welfare and
office areas enable effective breaks and
meetings
Due to the type of mine site, the ground
conditions were difficult to cope with on
land and underwater
Site deterioration and emerging hazards
were present due to landslides/earth
moving from operations

Continue this practice

Essential to keep this level of maintenance
for future sites

Select a site with stable ground conditions
or prepare for the difficulties presented by
a site such as Lee Moor
Continue to monitor closely the changes in
site conditions and exclude areas if
necessary

Silvermines was a stable site which suited
the equipment and planning better

Rock strength was not measured before
Lee Moor site selection

None planned other than measure surface
samples at Silvermines

Poor weather also impacted this issue and
areas around the site were excluded
where necessary – recommendation for
future would be to position LARV anchor
points away from safe areas in case of land
subsidence
Surface samples indicated that the rock
was outside of the limits of the road
header cutter on MV – MV struggled to cut
this rock during trials – recommend
thorough rock sampling in future (core,
box, grab samples)

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment – MV
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First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

Strength, stability and maneuverability
good with soft ground tracks in silt

Select track system to match conditions at
Silvermines – hard tracks selected

Ability to cut – limited cutting trials were
performed at Lee Moor

None planned

Side effects during cutting process –
limited cutting trials were performed at
Lee Moor

None planned

Small leaks were present from the MV

Prevention and monitoring of oil leaks
should be conducted

Due to the machine carrying out a lot of
mining activity but with limited collection
of cut material, the tracks eventually
struggled to maneuver on the ground
covered with hard but loose materials
Extensive cutting activities proved that the
machine was underweight, and its stability
was reduced greatly. This led to high
vibration levels which caused accelerated
maintenance of the machine and damage
to some sensors/equipment. The low
weight also led to the machine being
pushed back from the workface
Vibrations level of up to 7g were measured
regularly during MV operation. This is a
result of MV weight and lack of anti‐
vibration measures at bolted joints. The
electric motor of the MV HPU came loose
from is foundation and a temporary
support was installed – resilience to
vibration needs to be rectified for the
future
Small leaks were rectified at first, but new
issues occurred due to vibration damage. A
complete (unanticipated) refill of the
system was needed due to water ingress in
hydraulic system – measures need to be in
place for future

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment – LARV
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Driving without the hoist wire attached
was not tested due to poor visibility

Driving unattached should be aimed for if
visibility allows for it

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Choice of anchors, position and installation
was problematic due to changes in site
conditions

Necessary to conduct careful design and
planning of new anchor system for new
site

Positioning of the LARV was time
consuming as a result from not having
constant tension and too long extension
wires on the winches
Deployment of shore cable successful

New wires to be fitted with shorter
extension wires having floatation devices
fitted

Launch and recovery of MV can be
strenuous due to rotation through moon
pool

Implement tag line system to remove
manual handling needs

None planned

Visibility was good with the assistance of
EVA the bullet was successfully de‐latched
and re‐latched underwater
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
The anchoring positions were now
carefully chosen to cover two pre‐selected
mining locations. The integrity of anchors
at site was problematic due to the weather
and the strength of the mine site walls and
improper chosen anchors initially –
recommend in situ load testing for future
projects. There was also a need to move
anchor points to relocate to area B so pre‐
planning or flexibility of the anchor
positioning needs to be reviewed
Modification to wires worked well.
However, constant tension on winches
recommended for future applications
Changes to site layout to achieve desired
mining position led to shore cable
installation being problematic – shore
cable now independent floating line
Tag line system was ineffective. New issues
arose with the hoist winch intermittently
failing to lift the MV caused by a faulty
encoder, winch position indication had to
be reset at each hoist

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment – EVA

Equipment – LIBS
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Limited personnel were trained to use the
tender boat

Increase training so alleviate pressure from
pilots

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Successful technology for baseline
bathymetric survey of the pit

None planned

Reasonable effectiveness at supported MV
during mining operations

Increase use of EVA to provide close
surveillance of MV operations

Did not perform as autonomous vehicle

Test autonomous functions

System effective and library of minerals
expanding from results obtained

None planned

Improved access and egress from LARV
was made by having more trained boat
pilots
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
Successful technology for baseline
bathymetric survey of the pit. Also using
3D sonar to map pit
EVA used very little to support MV during
mining activity – this needs to be improved
for the future
Did not perform autonomously and
struggled to transmit real time data when
in tether less mode – needs improvement
for the future
LIBS was not taken to site, rock samples
taken to lab for analysis instead

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment – PNA –
mining vehicle
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First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

2D sonar gave good mapping of the
workface. However, no PNA on the rear of
the machine to assist backhoe operations

Integrate with 3D sonar

Position of MV needs improvement due to
shadowing from riser

Reposition USBL at front of MV

SLS did not work in turbid water

Increase power of SLS

3D sonar not functional

Repair 3D sonar before trial

Integration proved to be useful for MV
pilot – all sonar data to be post processed
for volume measurements. Sonar sensors
susceptible to physical damage due to
location on MV – needs assessment for
future especially those mounted on pan
and tilt unit as this was found to be
physically weak when exposed to vibration
Repositioning sensor away from shadows
dramatically increased the accuracy of the
position of the MV. However, high
vibration levels were found to damage the
USBL sensor – water ingress was also
found in the sensors junction boxes and
connectors
SLS was effective at providing pilot with
situational awareness when 1m close to
workface. However, sensors quite
vulnerable to physical damage from
workface/overhanging rock and the
connectivity of the sensors into the control
station video wall was temperamental
3D sonar working at site, assisted with MV
pilot control and EVA survey – data
difficult to post process in real time so
limited in use as compared to 2D sonar

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment – Slurry
pump
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Speed of recalibration of PNA equipment
needs increasing to reduce downtime at
site

Improve system

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Worked as expected when pumping water,
insufficient data gathered when pumping
slurry due to auger system jamming. Pump
blockages were present but were able to
be cleared using the backflush system

Pump sufficient volume for performance
and wear assessment

System calibration was improved but still
remains as a hindrance to the control
system – needs reassessment for the
future
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
Limited ore collection was possible, and
this hindered the ability to collect
extensive data on slurry pumping. Good
data on the nominal performance and
mechanical operation of the pump has
been gathered. On rare occasions, the ore
material in the discharge line enabled to
test some features of the control system.
The automatic pump control has been
tested, with mixed results. At least we
have a better understanding of the
interaction of pump and discharge line.
Further rework has to be done on the
pump control mechanism. Only after post‐
trial data processing we found a good
incidence of mixture density measured in
the ITS sensor and the slurry behavior in
the discharge line. Lessons learned will be
implemented in the pump control
mechanism to improve the responses. As
the mining vehicle was an experimental
platform, the practical issues of
maintenance on the slurry pump have
been on a lower priority. For a production

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment – Slurry
hoses
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model, the accessibility of the slurry pump
has to be improved, as on this MV the
pump was very difficult to reach. In order
to keep intervention on this slurry pump to
a minimum, the size restrictions on the
auger and suction mouth were very
limiting. This in part caused the low ore
collection, but also a low jamming rate. In
a future production machine, more effort
has to be put into pump protection and
collection efficiency. When the collection
system worked the pump blocked on a
number of a occasions requiring
disassembly of the pump casing on one
occasion as back flushing was not sufficient
to clear the pump
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

The behaviour of the riser in relation to the
umbilical is something that could not be
predicted and had to be adapted at site to
ensure operation was safe for the
umbilical
Riser bend radius at the exit from the MV
was tighter than expected and clashed
with the LARV
Construction of shore pipe had to be
adapted at site to suit layout

None planned

Similar behaviour witnessed and solved at
site with buoys

None planned

Similar issue found at site – useful design
lesson for future projects

Adapt layout of hoses to predefined
mining locations and site layout

Float line and riser lengths were matching
the predefined mining areas and depths
and required to no rework at site.

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment –
Dewatering plant

First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

DWF was found to be too large and was
not tested to maximum capacity

Downsize DWF and optimize for overflow
loss and heavy metal distribution in pit

Run off channel back into water body was
causing turbidity in the water

Implement sinker line to control discharge
of DWF

Equipment – Collection
system

Back flushing and slurry dump tested and
proved to be fully functional to remove
blockages in slurry line. However, auger
collection system was very problematic
and could not cope with oversized material
from the pit floor

New auger system design needed to be
tested for reliable collection of cut rock

Equipment – ECON

All interfaces operated as expected

None planned

Equipment – Shore
cable and MV umbilical

Performed as expected

None planned
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However, logistically these pipes can be
quite difficult to construct
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
DWF was still too large for amount of
material collected. However, it also
suffered from inadequate drainage
Good solution to suppress unwanted
suspension of material in water body. Pipe
resistance caused problems with draining
and consequently high levels/leakage of
DWF which had to be repaired. There was
also a problem with an airlock which was
resolved
New auger system remained to be
problematic and hindered the system’s
ability to collect material and consequently
leading to considerable downtime (back
flushing, MV recovery, mechanical
modifications) – auger systems without
sizing capability proven to be unsuitable
for such applications
Performance good as expected – hindered
slightly by damage to shore cable – some
fibre optic lines became damaged due to
uncontrolled management of shore cable
Due to extreme weather and cables not
being stored on deck the shore cable was
lost underwater which led to an
emergency recovery using boat – this led

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Equipment – Control
cabin
Equipment – Real time
imaging (VR/AR)

Equipment –
Submerged auxiliary
tooling
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First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

SMD, Damen and INESC control interfaces
operated together and as expected

None planned

Visualization system provided very good
situational awareness for the pilots in real
time
Processing data from all incoming system
was possible
The backhoe bucket was tested and
proved to be easy to use underwater.
Submerged tooling change was not
conducted

None planned other than use system to
control MV sump depth during operations
None planned
Submerged tooling changeover to be
tested

to damage of the shore cable and MV
umbilical and had to be re‐terminated
(shortening the length) – it is
recommended both lines are handled on a
winch for the future
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
Numerous events of IP conflicts led to
considerable downtime during integration
– this needs to be reviewed for the future
System became invaluable for playing back
mining activities and assisting with post
processing of data
Vital system needed for post processing
cut volumes to assist analysis in WP6
A test was successfully completed to
connect and disconnect the hydraulically
powered clamshell tool underwater. The
hydraulic system was found to have no
water ingress proving that underwater
tooling changes are possible with
protection to the system retained.
However, complete changeover of the
tooling from one tool type to another
(underwater) could not be conducted due
to a lack of visibility or PNA at the rear of
the machine as well as a lack of situational
awareness for the pilot during this
operation. There was also an inability to
ensure that the removed tool would stay

The clamshell bucket was not used at it
was too heavy to transport to the LARV

Equipment
First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned
item/function/area of
work
Cuttability/productivity Limited cutting data was collected as a
tests
result of low cut material volumes
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orientated on the pit floor ready for
collection. This identifies that any
submerged tooling change would need to
be conducted in a tooling basket/magazine
either mounted on the MV or somewhere
in the mine area
Arrive at site with the clamshell installed to The clamshell bucket was proven to be
the MV and the bucket on the LARV
very difficult to use underwater due to the
lack of visibility or PNA at the rear of the
machine
Actions for second trial (Silvermines)
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
Extensive cutting data should be collected
in a number of rock types, strengths and
water depths

Limited cutting data was collected as a
result of limited testing procedure

Extensive cutting data should be collected
at a number of slew rates, cutter speeds
etc.

Limited collection data was recorded as a
result of limited cutting and restrictions in
the collection system

Extensive collection data should be
recorded

Geotechnical samples were taken using
the backhoe bucket tool – the samples

Continue to collect samples for
geotechnical studies

Although a comprehensive test plan was
put together, operational issues at site led
to an inability to reach all possible
locations for various rock types, strengths
and water depths – more time was
required to prepare areas for cutting
The operation of the machine at the
workface was not always controlled in a
scientific manner. This led to data
collection which will need thorough post
processing to extract trends for slew rate
etc.
Limited collection data was recorded as a
result of limited cutting and restrictions in
the collection system – auger collection
system not suitable for this application
The use of the clamshell backhoe tool was
found to be problematic for collecting

were sufficient in size for geotechnical
studies

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Wear monitoring

Automation of cutting
operations
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First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Insufficient volume of cut or collected rock
was achieved which led to a lack of wear
data for hoses, picks etc.

Following extensive cutting trials, wear
monitoring tasks will be employed

No automation was used

None planned

samples – instead the auger collection
system was used to gather samples from
the workface. However, the size of
collection capable from the auger was too
small to allow most representative
geotechnical studies
Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations
Pick wear was found to be reasonably
aggressive due to the strength of the rock
at site – site selection was possibly outside
of the application limit of the cutter. Slurry
pump and hose wear not able to record
due to lack of pumped volumes and lack of
mined volumes.
Some autopilot functions were developed
to relieve strain from the MV pilot during
sweeping of the cutter. Other than that, it
was clear that automated cutting
sequence would not have been effective at
the test site due to the stability of the
machine and the rock strength found.
Automated cutting based on closed loop
feedback may have been a workable
option and should be considered for the
future

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Laboratory testing

Demobilisation
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First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

Rock samples were taken from the pit floor
and tested in the lab to evaluate their
strength

Continue methodology

The test site was left clear of any evidence
of the trials
The condition of the MV and LARV was
considered good after demobilisation from
site

Continue methodology

Not enough rock samples were taken from
each location to provide a broad spectrum
of results. Some rock sample sizes were
deemed too small for testing although
they were the largest the MV could collect
from the area. Sample testing was
successful at evaluating the strength of the
rocks
The test site was left clear of any evidence
of the trials
The condition of the LARV was considered
good following the trials. However, the
condition of the MV was considered poor
with a great deal of overhaul work
involved to preserve the integrity for the
future of the equipment. This included
damage to the hydraulic and power system
from excessive vibration. The aim of the
project was to test the equipment to
destruction. Both trials showed how the
MV performed at the extents of soft and
hard rock conditions

Conduct minor repairs to system before
next trial

Equipment
item/function/area of
work
Environmental impact

Site diary/evidence
reporting

Publicity/marketing
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First trial (Lee Moor) lessons learned

Actions for second trial (Silvermines)

Silvermines trial lessons learned and
recommendations

Some oil spills (biodegradable oil used
throughout the system) were present in
the water due to faults underwater – all oil
spills on the LARV were contained by the
bunded area – the size of the underwater
leaks was assessed to be small and
detergent was used to clear the water
Site was left clean and free of industrial
waste after demobilisation
Limited requirements from the site owner
Imerys – no major impacts reported during
trials besides the above
Lessons learned were recorded well by all
partners
The site diary was not comprehensive
enough to assists with post processing of
the cutting data (limited)
Evidence of test completion was not
recorded in a clear fashion

The presence of leaks and use of detergent
is not acceptable – investigation and repair
of MV before next trial – new policy on
containment for oil releases

All leaks contained within the LARV moon
pool were contained by oil spill kits. High
levels of vibration caused many areas of
the hydraulic system to come loose – it is
likely this is the cause of the small leaks –
recommend employing anti‐vibration
measures to reduce likelihood of leaks
Site was left clean and free of industrial
waste after demobilisation
No major impacts reported during the
trials besides the above

Visitors day went very well with high
profile mining representatives impressed
with the site, the equipment and
personnel
PPE worn at site was not always displaying
the company brand(s)

None planned
Specific requirements from the site owner
and governmental body
Remedial actions in place if necessary,
continue with methodology
Revise the site diary format and make
someone responsible to complete it
(mission leader)
Revise the test document format to allow
for continuous evidence gathering and sign
off

Repeat visitors day

Supply full suite of branded PPE for all
partners

Lessons learned were recorded well by all
partners
Site diary was very comprehensive and
played a key part in the post processing of
the cutting data
Evidence gathering was improved but still
leaves room for more efficient method of
gathering cutting data and/or having all
parties agree on requirements to gather
types of evidence
Visitors day was received very well again

Branded PPE was good for publicity

5 Annex
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Lee Moor ‐ weekly safety and progress review meeting minutes (11 documents)
Lee Moor ‐ field trials test log
Lee Moor ‐ visit report (Damen)
Lee Moor ‐ visit report (Damen)
Silvermines ‐ weekly safety and progress review meeting minutes (6 documents)
Silvermines – field trials daily diary (log)
Silvermines – field test document (Silvermines)
Silvermines – trip report (Sandvik)
Silvermines – trip report (Damen)
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11/08/2017

Present:

John McElroy, Mark Richards

Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Very little equipment on site as yet, all inspections either negative or cleared immediately. All
inspections are available to view in the Reg 12 folder on site.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change:
For the site set up phase we are signing in and out by telephone to IMERYS Clay Control as agreed,
first man in and last man out.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Sheets now being checked for accuracy by site foreman
before submission
RAMS:
All activities so far are covered by the Denbow RAMS issued with the contract.
Point of work or “dynamic”, (stop and think) Risk Assessments continue with Mark Richards and
John McElroy during the morning meeting when the day’s activities are mapped out.
Full site RAMS: first draft completed for total site as if in full operation by Fabio Simoes and Mark
Richards, uploaded to the cloud and hard copies on site, They will need SMD formatting.
Mark Richards had a meeting with the Imerys senior Geotechnical specialist on 07/08/2017 to map
out the level of complexity necessary for a Geotechnical Appraisal of the significant hazards on site.
It was deemed reasonably minor and a VAMOS geotechnical appraisal will be completed prior to the
start of operations. As a result of this meeting an exclusion zone will be set up around tip 1 and
additional overspill points will be installed on Tip 1 and the Lagoon.
Training:
Mark Richards has completed an Emergency First Aid at work training course,
certificate now with Fabio Simoes.
Site Rules:

A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.
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Site procedures:
The Induction document has been changed to reflect the emphasis on
control of delivery drivers. Two signs have been ordered from A plant to forbid delivery drivers from
reversing without a banksman.
Site Management systems:
John McElroy (Denbow) returned to site on 09/08/2017 and was reinstated as 8,(1),(d) on that day.
Ian Savage (Denbow) left site on 09/08/2017 and has relinquished his 8.1.(d) appointment.
Denbow involvement on site is scheduled to end 14/08/2017.
Fabio Simoes (SMD) and Ian White (SMD) have both been appointed 8.1.(d) and will share duties
while Mark Richards is absent 23/08/2017 to 13/09/2017
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction. The Induction document has been changed to reflect the emphasis on
control of delivery drivers.
Environmental:
At the request of the IMERYS site supervisor; 12 bales of straw have been purchased and they have
been placed in the narrow point between the two ponds to act as rudimentary filtration to help to
reduce the amount of turbidity that is transferred to the second pond during VAMOS operations.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Mark Richards is very happy with the performance and standards exhibited by Denbow
International, their overall competence and safety awareness is satisfactory so far.
Friendship engineering have proved safe and competent so far.
South West Geotech have proved safe and competent so far.
.Project Progress
DAMEN designed anchoring points to stop the pontoon from grounding while being wind loaded
have been delivered to site. Their positioning will have to be carried out by Crane during the
pontoon construction due to the crane point being farther back from the shoreline
South West Geotech have designed a stability solution using Tensar SS30 geogrid at or around water
level with 1.2m additional stone above it. This has been installed to plan and final surface
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preparation for the crane pad is underway. The crane pad is now able to take the 500TE crane as
required.
Spare geogrid has been used to create a 12m wide landing stage between the concrete lego blocks
which now extends to the shoreline, N.B. this is NOT for use by heavy vehicles.
The Lorry turning area has been covered with 200mm of stone to give an additional wearing course,
however it will inevitably cut up with multiple minimum radius turns. Denbow have agreed to leave
their Vibrating Roller on site and have a driver available in the next quarry to drive it on demand.
There is also a small 360 degree excavator available from the same source if required.
Emergency overspill points will be added to the lagoon and Tip 1 by end of play next Monday, In
addition minor surfacing of the car park and additional work on access road drainage will also be
completed. It is expected that Denbow will leave site at end of play on Monday.

Mark Richards 11/08/2017
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18/08/2017

Present:

John McElroy, Eric Fairhurst, Mark Richards

Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Very little equipment on site as yet, all inspections either negative or cleared immediately. All
inspections are available to view in the Reg 12 folder on site.
As far as construction / site set up is concerned the site effectively stopped on Tuesday 15th with all
mobile plant machinery and contractors off‐site by the end of the day.
From now on there will be no daily checks on Tip 1, just a weekly unless there has been heavy rain.
Tip 2 is now buried underneath the car park and has effectively ceased to exist, no check required
unless there is evidence of subsidence. The lagoon will still require daily and weekly checks.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change:
For the site commissioning and trials phases we are signing in and out by telephone to IMERYS Clay
Control as agreed, first man in and last man out.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. All equipment off site as at 18/11/2017 with the exception
of the road roller which will be hired 22nd and 23rd for road maintenance during the delivery days.
RAMS:
Denbow RAMS are no longer functional and a general SMD site safety RAMS is now in force. RAMS
for individual work duties will be formulated as required. Over the construction phase RAMS have
been received from A Plant, Friendship Engineering and other contractors as requested. A Powertek
RAMS is still outstanding.
A draft Geotechnical appraisal has been completed and filed. It is has been lodged with the Imerys
chief Geotechnical officer as a courtesy. The exclusion zone will be set up on 21/08/2017 and the
outsanding spillpipe work has been completed.
A review of the FUGRO RAMS has been carried out and some minor suggestions made.
Training:
No further training during the week apart from continuing toolbox talks on driver
safety and traffic management.
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Site Rules:
A review of current site rules has not raised any issues, however A meeting of the
full management team is scheduled for 21st and 22nd August where this will be one of the issues
tabled.
Site procedures:
The Two signs have been delivered from A plant to forbid delivery drivers
from reversing without a banksman.
Site Management systems:
John McElroy and Ian Savage have now relinquished their 8.1.(d) appointments. Ian White (SMD)
and Fabio Simoes (SMD) have been appointed 8.1.(d) for the commissioning and trials part of the
project. Denbow involvement on site is scheduled to end 14/08/2017.
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues, however A meeting of the
full management team is scheduled for 21st and 22nd August where this will be one of the issues
tabled.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction. Induction document continues to be modified in the light of
experience.
Environmental:
No new issues
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Although this is a communication issue only, A Plant subcontractors arrived on site with four off 10m
containers (offices and welfare) with no means to level the containers and no advance warning that
a large amount of wood wedging material would be needed. Mark Richards to contact Aaron
Reynolds.
Eric Fairhurst (Denbow) has been officially asked to permanently ban the Driver in the Mark Adams
incident from the site.
Project Progress
The Crane site has been rebuilt using Tensar geogrid to the design set out by SW Geotechnical. The
opportunity was taken at the same time to place the concrete “lego” blocks that will provide the
anchoring and stand‐off points for the DAMEN pontoon.
Spare geogrid has been used to create a 12m wide landing stage between the concrete lego blocks
which now extends to the shoreline, N.B. this is NOT for use by heavy vehicles.
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Two Canteens and two offices have been delivered to site along with three generators and
associated fuel cubes and two drinking water bowsers. All have been piped and wired and are ready
for use. Drinking water will be delivered 0800 on 21/08/2017.
Sand berms have been set up at various pinch points to protect pedestrians however other more
open spaces still need coverage as does the shoreline. 100m of plastic pedestrian barrier has been
ordered for delivery Monday 21st.
A site inspection after heavy rain on Friday 18th highlighted the need for an additional drain point in
the Car park. Friendship engineering have been engaged to do this work on Monday 21st.
To do
There is an issue with safe storage of Petrol and solvents on site. A Plant have been contacted for a
solution.
A 240v demarcation area needs to be set up for the offices and canteens. Signs need to be set up
forbidding any extension leads outside of the buildings. The data cabin and the control cabin may
need this also.
The Powertek electrician needs to be recalled to wire the Control and data cabins when required.
A Powertek RAMS is still outstanding.
A meeting of the full management team is scheduled for 21st and 22nd August
Mark Richards to contact Aaron Reynolds.

Mark Richards 18/08/2017
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25‐08‐2017

Present:
Fabio Simoes (SMD), Michel Adam (DAMEN), Martin Henneth (DAMEN), Faus Bauder
(DAMEN), Mark King (MacSalvors), W.T.Rutter (MacSalvors)
Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly with no defects observed. All inspections are
available to view in the Reg 12 folder on site.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change:
For the site set up phase we are signing in and out by telephone to IMERYS Clay Control as agreed,
first man in and last man out.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Sheets now being checked for accuracy by site foreman
before submission
RAMS:
All activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS and Risk assessment and instructions from
DAMEN issued.
Full site RAMS: These are being reviewed and to be available next week after review.

Training:

Fabio Simoes to complete the first Aid training week 39, Ian White week 35.

Site Rules:

A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.

Site procedures:
The Induction document has been changed to reflect the emphasis on
control of delivery drivers. Two signs have been ordered from A plant to forbid delivery drivers from
reversing without a banksman.
Site Management systems:
Fabio Simoes (SMD) and Ian White (SMD) have both been appointed 8.1. (d) and will share duties
while Mark Richards is absent 23/08/2017 to 13/09/2017.
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A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction. The Induction document has been changed to reflect the emphasis on
control of delivery drivers.
Environmental:
No spillages or other which could affect the environment.
There have been daily inspections and observations, the site is clean and waste management is
being observed.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is very happy with the performance and standards exhibited by Denbow International,
Friendship Engineering, Damen and Macksalvors on their overall competence and safety awareness
is satisfactory so far.

Project Progress






All pontoons have been assembled in the water, safely without problems observed, small
items lifted to the pontoon to fix to pontoons.
Friendship engineering to come onsite Tuesday as requested by Michel Adam (DAMEN) to
place extra tube for the LARV Anchoring, to reinforce the stability of the structure when high
winds. Also Friendship to manufacture a walkway structure with guards to easy access from
shore to pontoon without using the boat all the time.
Crane schedule provided by DAMEN as below for the coming week and deliveries schedules:
The planning of the cranes in the coming week:
Friday 25/08
180 on site
Saturday 26/08 180 on site
Sunday 27/08
no crane required
Monday 28/08 180 On site
Tuesday 29/08 180 requested – Not Available – Largest available 80Te on site
Wednesday 30/8 500Te on site
Thursday 31/08 180 on site
Friday
01/09 180 on site
Saturday 02/09 180 on site
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There are 2 changes in the current planning.
Trelleborg will deliver all their equipment 29/8.
Aggreko will deliver all generator equipment 30/8.



Equipment arriving from SMD on the 29/8 at 13:00pm, 14:00pm and 15:00pm, with the
Mining vehicle, E‐Container and equipment for the Site trials.



Planning/Schedule to be updated on Monday by Erwin Muller (DAMEN).



All delivery companies have been sent the traffic management document, as well the site
rules for vehicles and the large deliveries map for assistance.



Safety file for the LARV put together with the Risk assessments, man overboard procedures
(boat and LARV) maintenance manual, emergency plan, technical notes, user manuals and
drawings.



Ongoing works in setting up signs and completing the setup of site documentation.

Completed by:
Fabio Simoes
26‐08‐2017
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02‐09‐2017

Present:
Fabio Simoes (SMD), Michel Adam (DAMEN), Martin Henneth (DAMEN), Faus Bauder
(DAMEN), Mark King (MacSalvors), Tommy Rutter (MacSalvors)
Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly with no defects observed. All inspections are
available to view in the Reg 12 folder on site.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change:
For the site set up phase we are signing in and out by telephone to IMERYS Clay Control as agreed,
first man in and last man out (QR99 Appointed 8.1D – Fabio Simoes)
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Cranes onsite this week were the 80tonne / 180tonne /
500tonne.
RAMS:
All activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS and Risk assessment and instructions from
DAMEN issued.
Full site RAMS and for ongoing activities: Complete and made available to personnel onsite.
Next Week: we will have Fugro coming to site, and RAMS received/reviewed and approved for use
onsite.
Training:

Fabio Simoes to complete the first Aid training week 39, Ian White week 35.

Site Rules:

A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.

Site procedures:
No changes, we are doing our 07:00am Tool Box talk, where we all sign and sign out at the end of
the shift.
A sign in and out document has been placed next to the workboat to sign in and out of the
Boat/LARV.
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Site Management systems:
Fabio Simoes (SMD) and Ian White (SMD) have both been appointed 8.1. (d) and will share duties
while Mark Richards is absent 23/08/2017 to 13/09/2017.
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Environmental:
No spillages or other which could affect the environment.
There have been daily inspections and observations, the site is clean and waste management is
being observed.
The toilet waste was clean on Tuesday, and agreed with Aplant to do it on weekly basis from now on
and refill water bowser.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is very happy with the performance and standards exhibited by Friendship Engineering,
Damen and Macksalvors on their overall competence and safety awareness is satisfactory so far.

Project Progress







The Assembly of the Larv, has been completed successfully and safely;
Friendship engineering to come onsite Tuesday as requested by Michel Adam (DAMEN) to
place extra tube for the LARV Anchoring, to reinforce the stability of the structure when high
winds. Also Friendship to manufacture a walkway structure with guards to easy access from
shore to pontoon without using the boat all the time.
Due to material delivery dates from material supplier to Friendship, the walkaway and extra
tube hasn’t been completed nor placed in the required location. I have a contact number
from Denbow International to get a 25tonne excavator to place the extra pipe and to aid
with the Assembly of the Trelleborg tubing. When I speak with Denbow on Monday to
provide the details for DAMEN team onsite.
The 180tonne crane is due to leave site Saturday the 2nd September.
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Trelleborg will deliver all their equipment ‐ All Delivered
Aggreko will deliver all generator equipment ‐ All Delivered



Equipment arriving from SMD on the 29/8 at 13:00pm, 14:00pm and 15:00pm, with the
Mining vehicle, E‐Container and equipment for the Site trials – All Delivered



All delivery companies have been sent the traffic management document, as well the site
rules for vehicles and the large deliveries map for assistance.



Safety file for the LARV put together with the Risk assessments, man overboard procedures
(boat and LARV) maintenance manual, emergency plan, technical notes, user manuals and
drawings. COMPLETE



Site HSE board placed at the entrance of the site and now set up properly. COMPLETE



Ongoing works in setting up signs and completing the setup of site documentation.



ELMA Engineer coming next week(wk36) to work on the LARV electrical connections, RAMS
requested prior to attending and work starting, then review of activities and RAMS to be
done in the presence of the Engineer to ensure all Hazards and Risks are managed.



With the confirmation from Trelleborg that they will not be attending to site to assemble
their floating hoses, its unclear what is to happen and who will be assembling the
equipment. There is knowledge of what is required for the assembly and another crane
(possibly an 80tonne) will be required and a Manitou/Zoom Boom to support the hoses as
assembly goes.

Completed by:
Fabio Simoes
02‐09‐2017
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08‐09‐2017

Present:
Fabio Simoes (SMD), Michel Adam (DAMEN), Martin Hekketh (DAMEN), Fons Bouder
(DAMEN), Neil Anthony (MacSalvors), Tommy Rutter (MacSalvors)
Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly with no defects observed. All inspections are
available to view in the Reg 12 folder on site.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change:
For the site set up phase we are signing in and out by telephone to IMERYS Clay Control as agreed,
first man in and last man out (QR99 Appointed 8.1D – Fabio Simoes)
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Cranes onsite this week were the 80tonne.
RAMS:
All activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS and Risk assessment and instructions from
DAMEN issued.
Hot works permit raised this week to cover work required to be done on the anchors by cutting a
section so the angle of movement could be increased after they are in place, and thus avoiding
putting unnecessary stress in the metalworks.
Full site RAMS and for ongoing activities: Complete and made available to personnel onsite.
Next Week: We will have an excavator from DENBOW International onsite / zoom boom from
Friendship and cleaning services to start onsite.
RAMS have been requested prior to operations are approved to start.
Training:

Fabio Simoes to complete the first Aid training week 39, Ian White completed.

Site Rules:

A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.
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Site procedures:
No changes, we are doing our 07:00am Tool Box talk, where we all sign and sign out at the end of
the shift.
A sign in and out document has been placed next to the workboat to sign in and out of the
Boat/LARV, the team working onsite is following this system.
Site Management systems:
Fabio Simoes (SMD) and Ian White (SMD) have both been appointed 8.1. (d) and will share duties
while Mark Richards is absent 23/08/2017 to 13/09/2017.
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Next week a risk workshop/Induction will take place with personnel working in the LARV.
Environmental:
No spillages or other which could affect the environment.
There have been daily inspections and observations, the site is clean and waste management is
being observed.
The toilet waste wasn’t cleaned this week, requested for next week to be done, and refill water
bowser currently half tank (apprx500liters).
Clean water machines installed in the canteen to provide clean and fresh water to drink, instead of
having to buy.
Cleaning services will start next week with a person coming to site weekly basis total 4 hours from
15:00pm to 17:00pm to ensure the site is clean in the shared facilities to best standard as possible.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is very happy with the performance and standards exhibited by Friendship Engineering,
Damen and Macsalvors on their overall competence and safety awareness, and the seek for advice
with constant communication and good spirit.
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Project Progress


The Assembly of the Larv, has been completed successfully and safely – With the presence of
the ELMA engineer onsite, all electrical connections in the LARV and for LARV operation only
have been made and commissioned;
A word of appreciation for Jaco (ELMA) for completing the works Safely.



Friendship engineering to come onsite Tuesday as requested by Michel Adam (DAMEN) to
place extra tube for the LARV Anchoring, to reinforce the stability of the structure when high
winds. Also Friendship to manufacture a walkway structure with guards to easy access from
shore to pontoon without using the boat all the time.
The task as above hasn’t been completed yet, and it is scheduled for next week due to
delivery from Friendship and the arrangements for an excavator from DENBOW.
The Plan for Monday is the confirmation from DENBOW to deliver an excavator to site
Monday afternoon, to assist with the assembly of the trelleborg hoses, with the anchoring
points for the LARV and for the jetty/anchoring.
The Zoom boom from Friendship will also be available to assist with the installation of the
tubes in the jetty and also the Trelleborg hoses assembly.



The Walkaway for the Larv to shore has been installed and suitable for use, same rules apply
for ppe requirements, and signs put in place for one person at the time to cross.



We have received another office container (from Aplant) placed next to the SMD Control
cabin.



All Safety files are up to date.



Ongoing works in setting up signs and completing the setup of site documentation.



Have received the Method statement for the Umbilical spooling to the basket, the structure
to unspool will be arriving Monday, from Speedy Hire, which we have sourced locally. I will
be producing RA in accordance to the task and method statement, and for review with the
team step by step before any activities start.



Trelleborg have sent me the Design/product RA, training will be provided for the team
working in the assembly of the hoses;
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The LOTO procedure has been completed and approved, passed to DAMEN and training
given to personnel onsite from DAMEN (this is all documented and available).



FUGRO was onsite this week completing tasks as below:

‐
‐

We have deployed frames with optical and acoustic turbidity sensors;
Undertaken background vessel transecting for turbidity and to prove the system for when
mining commences;
‐ Installed water level sensor;
‐ Taken water samples for TSS;
‐ Installed met station.
A Word of appreciation to Ralph and Samantha for working safely.



An engineer from APlant to attend onsite to look at one issue with the man toilets, the
urinals are currently out of service.

Completed by:
Fabio Simoes
09‐09‐2017
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16‐09‐2017

Present:

Fabio Simoes (SMD), Paul Arthur (SMD), Mark Richards (Quarry Manager)

Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly, defect observed in one of the tips onsite, with water
accumulating, and requiring to be drained.
The water was drained by placing a flexible hose draining to the pond at the bottom.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change:
For the site set up phase we are signing in and out by telephone to IMERYS Clay Control as agreed,
first man in and last man out (QR99 Appointed 8.1D – Fabio Simoes), opening and locking cabins, on
start and end of shift.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. 100tonne crane onsite, for the week, leaving on Saturday
approx. 10am.
RAMS:
All activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS, DENBOW RAMS, SMD RAMS, INESC RAMS,
FUGRO RAMS and Friendship Engineering RAMS.
Full site RAMS and for ongoing activities: Complete and made available to personnel onsite.
Next Week: We will have an excavator from DENBOW International onsite (25tonne) / Telehandler
from Friendship.
Prior to any operations starting onsite RAMS are a must and if required permit in place.
Training:

Fabio Simoes to complete the first Aid training week 39, Ian White completed.

Site Rules:

A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.
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Site procedures:
No changes, we are doing our 07:00am Tool Box talk, where we all sign and sign out at the end of
the shift.
A sign in and out document has been placed next to the workboat to sign in and out of the
Boat/LARV, the team working onsite is following this system (only applies when LARV operations
start).
Site Management systems:
Fabio Simoes (SMD) and Ian White (SMD) have both been appointed 8.1. (d) and will share duties
when Mark Richards is not present onsite.
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
All personnel working onsite has been inducted to work in the LARV, with the addition 10 Slides
capturing risks in the LARV and how to proceed safely being aware of risks.
This was completed with the assistance of Frank Bosman (DAMEN) when onsite.
Environmental:
No spillages or other which could affect the environment.
There have been daily inspections and observations, the site is clean and waste management is
being observed.
Toilet septic tank is being emptied every week and water bowser refilled.
Clean water machines are installed in the canteen to provide clean and fresh water to drink, instead
of having to buy.
No water should be drank from the water bowsers installed outside, unless it is boiled, signs in place
to make people aware.
Cleaning services have started and are providing a good level of hygiene and presentation to the
shared facilities (canteen / toilets‐gents and ladies).
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Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is happy with the performance of the team’s onsite, and working safely and seeking
advice.
Contractor’s onsite were requested to leave the workboat onsite as they don’t have the
qualifications to pilot the workboat.

Project Progress


Denbow International delivered the 25tonne excavator on Tuesday, around 07:30am. The
operator started at 8:00am, after inductions and RA review and TBT of operations ongoing
onsite, the operator went to start the machine, but wasn’t aware of the code to start, so
went to get the code from Eric (1956) after I came down he couldn’t put the code because
he tried possible passwords and blocked. So wasted one hour trying to get in contact with
Eric to get the procedure to unblock the password.



DAMEN have completed the assembly of the anchor points (4 off) with the assistance of the
excavator, with two of the anchor points being outside the leased layout, Mark Richards the
appointed 8.1C according to the Quarry regulations 99, has requested authorisation from
IMERYS for this to continue. Authorisation was given by IMERYS.
The excavator driver drove the excavator to the outside of the leased area without
authorisation, and made aware of this.



The Anchor points for the LARV were completed this week, and due to safety concerns and
inability to reach the desired longitude with the excavator the plan from DAMEN to push the
pipes in the sand, was cancelled and the original plan used, just reinforcing the pipes and
bolting a structure with the plastic drums so the tube doesn’t fall down at the front. Task
completed safely.



The Walkaway for the Larv has been reinforced by Friendship, and with the excavator onsite,
able to build a middle section of rock to provide extra support to the gangway.
Friendship to come onsite and put in place some ankle height rails to protect falling in the
water in case of slipping. Rope was placed as temporary measure.



All Safety files are up to date.
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After sourcing the cable drum jacks from local hire company, reviewing the procedure from
DAMEN and completing task RA to review with personnel from DAMEN and ensuring all
safety measures were in place, the tasks have been completed safely and faster than
expected.



Trelleborg have sent me the Design/product RA, DAMEN are completing the assembly with
the assistance of Frienship’s tele‐handler. In land all flexi hoses installed.



The LOTO procedure has been completed and approved, passed to DAMEN and training
given to personnel onsite from DAMEN (this is all documented and available).



Next week will need to provide the same training to SMD personnel and INESC personnel
onsite. I am chasing Erwin (DAMEN) to send me the locks, tags and rcd locks for the
procedure as promised.



FUGRO was onsite this week performing water sampling.



An Engineer from Aplant attended and resolved the issue with the gent’s urinals.



INESC is onsite and after induction and familiarisation with site and TBT and quick review of
the site operates, a Task RA and method statement created to cover the activities they have
planned. All of their tasks are minimal of checking electrical connections with dead systems
and control cabin works and small antennas assembled in the LARV, all the rest is required to
be done in the supervision of the DAMEN (in charge of the LARV). To work in MV not
possible, they can do pre assembly works inside the second canteen where they have the
equipment, mechanical works and electrical works in the MV are limited to SMD personnel
only to eliminate risks for untrained personnel in this type of environment.



SMD progressing with the track change, during the week’s progression the following punch
list was produced.
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Completed by:
Fabio Simoes
16‐09‐2017
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Date

29‐09‐2017

Present:
Paul Arthur (SMD), Ben Wilkes (SMD), Mark Wilson (SMD), Ross Naylor (SMD), Chris
Abbott (SMD), John Brebde (DAMEN), Fans Bonder (DAMEN), Michel Adam (DAMEN), Carlos
Almeida (INESC), Mark Richards (Quarry Manager)
Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly, as required.
Fall hazard identified on LARV, temporary fix in place.
Possible earth connection fault identified on ECON, Chris talking to head office, Fabio to check
progress on Monday.
Occupational noise survey carried on whole site on Thursday. No issues except mandatory ear
protection within 1m of main generator on LARV. Damen/SMD to paint 1m exclusion line on LARV
floor. Fabio to print mandatory sign for Generator door and one mandatory sign indicating use
inside of floor markings to be posted at the Gangplank.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change:
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Telehandler on site.
RAMS:
All major activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS, DENBOW RAMS, SMD RAMS, INESC
RAMS, FUGRO RAMS and Friendship Engineering RAMS. Minor activities are being risk assessed as
required.
Ian White to write risk assessment for repositioning the gangplank using on‐shore Telehandler and
LARV deck Crane. Completed
Wilco (DAMEN) to write risk assessment for positioning another LARV anchor at the north end, Ian
White to approve. Mark has cleared this with Neil Richards. Not completed. Wilco has left site,
Michel and Mark to write next week prior to operation.
DAMEN to write risk assessment detailing man overboard recovery procedure and visibility criteria
so that they can work with two operators on the tender boat rather than three, Ian White to
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approve. Not completed. Mark to review FUGRO RAMS for equivalent operation and liaise with
Michel to conclude this.
Training:

Fabio on first aid course

Site Rules:

No new issues

Site procedures:
No changes, 07:00am Tool Box talks continue.
Site Management systems:
No new issues
Availability of emergency equipment. It was decided to move the Emergency Equipment out of the
workshop and have it one place in the main office. Signage to be changed to reflect this. Action:‐
Ian White Completed
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Discussions continue as to how to manage the visitors when the PR operation starts.
Environmental:
No spillages or other which could affect the environment.
There have been daily inspections and observations, the site is clean and waste management is
being observed.
Emphasis was stressed on the environmental sensitivity to Oil spills. DAMEN to investigate an oil
boom and sweeper system for the LARV, Action:‐ Wilco / John. Completed, on order
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Mark Richards is happy with the performance of the teams onsite, who are working safely and
seeking advice when required.
Outstanding:
Life Jacket service:‐ Fabio has details of local chandler, will progress next week.
Project Progress
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Paul Arthur to email project progress sheet Friday PM.

Completed by:
Mark Richards

29‐09‐2017
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Date

29‐09‐2017

Present:
Fabio Simoes (SMD), Ben Wilkes (SMD), Mark Richards (Quarry Manager), Ross
Naylor (SMD), Chris Abbott (SMD), John Brebde (DAMEN), Fons Bonder (DAMEN), Michel Adam
(DAMEN), Jose Almeida (INESC).
Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly, as required.
Fall hazard identified on LARV (top of gantry crane Winch – use of fall arrest gear is mandatory with
signs in place), temporary fix in place.
Earth Connection in the ECON has been completed.
Occupational noise survey carried on whole site on Thursday. Signs are in place and it is mandatory
to use ear protection in the LARV when generators are in place.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change, sign in and off site.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Telehandler was onsite for until Thursday to assist with
site operations.
Friendship excavator has been required twice this week to dig and cover a trench for cable to be run
from DAMEN office to Dewatering plant and to assist in the Dewatering Channel with water finding a
path through the clay in channel area and entering floating hoses path. All resolved and closed.
RAMS:
All major activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS, DENBOW RAMS, SMD RAMS, INESC
RAMS, FUGRO RAMS and Friendship Engineering RAMS. Minor activities are being risk assessed as
required.
Task risk assessment completed to position the extra anchor point for the LARV movement in the
pond.
The Man overboard procedure has been changed and read through the team during this meeting, all
in agreement present, document in use.
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Training:

No further training required.

Site Rules:

New rules added to Induction pack for site including:

‐Dewatering plant and dewatering channel cannot be assessed when in testing operations – only
authorised personnel and not alone.
‐No lone working when required to go to the weirbox.
‐Added to induction, if we have someone coming to site with a specific medical condition which may
require attention or specific first aid arrangements, this should be mentioned (whether is mentioned
around the team or specifically to the QR99 Appointed personnel/First Aid team).
Site procedures:
No changes, 07:00am Tool Box talks continue for personnel to be aware of tasks to be carried out
and communicate concerns actions.
Site Management systems:
No new issues, the Site is functioning well.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Discussions continue as to how to manage the visitors when the PR operation starts.
Environmental:
No spillages or other which could affect the environment.
Housekeeping done this week on site to keep site organised and clean. Completed
The waste management company has been onsite to empty the waste container, new one is
available. Completed
We had both water bowsers refilled this week and septic/waste tanks emptied, for toilets and
canteens. Completed
Emphasis was stressed on the environmental sensitivity to Oil spills. DAMEN to investigate an oil
boom and sweeper system for the LARV, Action:‐ Wilco / John. Completed, on order
Got two IBC’s from Friendship Engineering Free of charge to store contaminated oil (water‐oil‐other
residues).completed
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Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is happy with the performance of the teams onsite, who are working safely and
seeking advice when required.
Outstanding:
Life Jacket service: We have costs to repair the two accidentally inflated life vests, not completed
yet, will progress next week.
Project Progress


We had a planning meeting just prior to this meeting, and was highlighted that INESC will
need specific vehicle positioning so they can progress testing the sensors.



Was tested on Friday the pumping of Slurry for limited time, water has been pumped to the
Dewatering Channel.



Prior to pumping material (water/silt) into the dewatering channel we had to set up and
extra pipe to avoid for the water coming out of the flex hose creating erosion in the build‐up
wall.
Pipe bolted in place, Friendship manufactured a stand to support the pipe in the middle and
some rocks were put in place to delay any erosion when water levels increase. Completed.



Fugro will be onsite next week, will request to Ralph Bostock to leave the Boat functional in
case we require to use onsite, for extraction from LARV or in case the DAMEN boat develops
a malfunction.



We will need to buy a new horn for the LARV Deck, this is SMD Supply, so will need to go to
Screwfix to buy new one due to malfunction of the current unit we have.



Next week we should start pumping material to dewatering plant in line with schedule.



Was mentioned the possibility of moving the control cabin closer to shore to enable to move
the LARV further north in the water. This to be discussed between VAMOS project
management team.

Completed by:
Fabio Simoes 06‐10‐2017
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Date

13‐10‐2017

Present:
Fabio Simoes (SMD), Mark Richards (Quarry Manager), John Brebde (DAMEN), Fons
Bonder (DAMEN), Paul Arthur (SMD), Antonio (INESTEC), Martin Hekkert (DAMEN)
Accidents:

None

Near Misses:
HSER1 – DAMEN Workboat
HSER2 – H2S Hydrogen Sulphide (dewatering plant when pumping material)
HSER3 – Oil Spillage in water
Documents attached.
More detail such as risk assessments are available upon request.
Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly, as required.
From inspections, water was coming through the dewatering channel to Trelleborg hoses route
creating unwanted accumulation of water. Friendship requested to attend to site with excavator to
remove rocky material letting the water pass through and rebuild with better material/clay and
plastic put in place. Completed
Spoken with Friendship Engineering to move the 25tonne Excavator in the crane pad are to compact
the grounds as some rocks are becoming loose and are trip hazards,etc. Completed
Friendship approached to do the same in the access roads to site by the end of next week so we can
have better roads fro when Advisory board comes to site to visit. To be done by the end of next
week.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change, sign in and off site.
John Brebde appointed 8.1D to cover the Saturday operations (8.1D).
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Telehandler was onsite for until Thursday to assist with
site operations.
DAMEN Workboat inspection sheet created and to be done by DAMEN on weekly basis (HSER1).
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RAMS:
All major activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS, DENBOW RAMS, SMD RAMS, INESC
RAMS, FUGRO RAMS and Friendship Engineering RAMS. Minor activities are being risk assessed as
required.
Task Risk assessments completed for the moving of the control cabin and for the dewatering plant
when in operations (see HSER2).
Training:
training was given to Bret Rutterford and Stephen Dixon by John Bredbe on how to
operate the hoist winch in the LARV. The training was recorded in a TBT form and in Site Office.
Site Rules:

New rules added to Induction pack for site including:

‐Dewatering plant and dewatering channel cannot be assessed when in testing operations – only
authorised personnel and not alone (Risk assessment and PPE is available in Site Office such as
masks and gas meter to have at all times when material is being pumped to dewatering plant!) (see
HSER2).
‐No lone working when required to go to the weirbox.
‐Added to induction, if we have someone coming to site with a specific medical condition which may
require attention or specific first aid arrangements, this should be mentioned (whether is mentioned
around the team or specifically to the QR99 Appointed personnel/First Aid team).completed
Site procedures:
No changes, 07:00am Tool Box talks continue for personnel to be aware of tasks to be carried out
and communicate concerns actions and simultaneous operations.
This week the meeting took place with everyone from site and after Safety talks and SIMOPS,
meeting would continue only with key personnel to discuss the schedule developments.
Site Management systems:
No new issues, the Site is functioning well.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Discussions continue as to how to manage the visitors when the PR operation starts.
Environmental:
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Oil spillage from MV, please relate to HSER 3 as attached.
Further housekeeping to be done onsite and in LARV. Agreed to stop have the vehicle recovered to
LARV by 16:00pm so the remaining hour could be to jet wash the vehicle and keep the LARV and Site
clean and organised.
The waste management company has been onsite to empty the waste container, new one is
available. Completed
We had both water bowsers refilled this week and septic/waste tanks emptied, for toilets and
canteens. Completed

Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is happy with the performance of the team’s onsite, who are working safely and
seeking advice when required.

Project Progress


The Schedule has been updated and sent on the 12th October.



Control cabin moved closer to shore to allow for the LARV to be moved further north into
the Pit so the opportunity to cut harder material can be achieved. Friendship is assisting with
this task by moving the cabins with the 25tonne Denbow Excavator and telehandler moving
generator/fuel tank. Friendship making extension pipes for the trelleborg hoses, these have
been assembled and fusion welded onsite with required arrangements in place.
Updated Layout to be released next week.



During this week’s discussions, INESTEC ready with the PNA system by Friday.



This week we had onsite – SMD, FUGRO, INESTEC and DAMEN.



We will need to buy a new horn for the LARV Deck, this is SMD Supply, so will need to go to
Screwfix to buy new one due to malfunction of the current unit we have. This was fixed
onsite (had water ingress).



Next week to continue trials in new location (north end of the White hill Pit.
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Pre discussions taken place between Mark Richards and Neil Richards/Guy Mayhew for the
demobilisation.
Main topics – are we leaving the weirbox in the dewatering plant? (This would be the
cheapest option for us, with no need to pay excavator to remove and place new pipes and
then the cost to transport).
‐Other topic is once we finish a sandbank will be required in the crane pad to avoid people
driving into the water or other.
Further discussions about how the site will be left to be done with Fabio S. / Mark Richards
and Neil Richards.

Completed by:
Fabio Simoes 13‐10‐2017
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Date

13‐10‐2017

Present:

Fabio Simoes (SMD), John Brebde (DAMEN), Jose Almeida (INESC TEC)

Accidents:

None

Near Misses:
HSER 4 oil spillage from MV – comp for Auger reducing oil level from 70 to 20%. Closed
Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly, as required.
Main findings:
‐Water going above the haystacks in the channel connecting the two lakes;
Action ‐ Requested friendship to supply 2off and they were put in place to filter water flowing to
main lake (which is connected to a local river); Completed
‐Water pool inside the workshop cabin (due to the inclination in the workshop cabin and the main
door open the water flows to the corner.
Action ‐ damaged card box removed and water cleaned. No prediction of rain for next few days.
Area is safe as electrical plugs are at waste level and electrical tools are in benches. Completed
‐Generator from Aplant was found faulty when starting, the alternator created a spark when Fabio
was starting the equipment in the morning, to this was closed and waited for Matter and Stuart
engineer to review the problem. Generator cannot be fixed onsite (this one is off hire and waiting
collection next week).
To feed the dewatering facility camera and internet link to the control cabin, a new cable was run to
the site welfare generator to supply power to workshop cabin so these functions could still operate.
Completed

Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change, sign in and off site.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Telehandler was onsite for until Thursday to assist with
site operations.
DAMEN Workboat inspection sheets being completed on weekly basis.
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RAMS:
All major activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS, DENBOW RAMS, SMD RAMS, INESC
RAMS, FUGRO RAMS and Friendship Engineering RAMS. Minor activities are being risk assessed as
required.
Next Week RAMS to be created for the possibility of having more than 6 operational personnel in
the LARV. If having more than 6 people (max 6 in DAMEN boat) the plan will be, to get the Fugro’s
boat to the Larv and moored there in the event of required emergency exit. Fabio is producing
necessary documentation to review Monday morning with team in the TBT.
Training:
training was given to Carlos Almeida and Daniel Cunny by John Brebde on how to
operate the hoist winch in the LARV. The training was recorded in a TBT form and in Site Office.
Site Rules:

No further changes to site procedures.

Site procedures:
No changes, 07:00am Tool Box talks continue for personnel to be aware of tasks to be carried out
and communicate concerns actions and simultaneous operations.
This week the meeting took place with everyone from site and after Safety talks and SIMOPS,
meeting would continue only with key personnel to discuss the schedule developments.
Site Management systems:
No new issues, the Site is functioning well.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Advisory board visitors have been supervised at all times and A4 document left in the coaches which
brought the visitors to site.
Full PPE provided for visitors going aboard the LARV.
Upon arrival the visitors were greeted by the Project Managers onsite (Frank Bosman and Paul
Arthur) and a brief safety review of site requirements and the organisation for the tour.
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Environmental:
Further housekeeping to be done onsite and in LARV. Agreed to stop have the vehicle recovered to
LARV by 16:00pm so the remaining hour could be to jet wash the vehicle and keep the LARV and Site
clean and organised.
Water bowser for toilets and waste from toilets and canteens are cleaned on weekly basis by BIO
MARSH (A PLANT subcontractor). Ongoing until end of trials
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is happy with the performance of the team’s onsite, who are working safely and
seeking advice when required.

Project Progress


Demob schedule has been created and sent to the team (Attached).



The layout has been updated last week.



Visitor’s day went well and without H&S concerns during the tour.



Further visits from IMERYS attended to Site, being these escorted and supervised by Mark
Richards.



For trials completion the test document is being followed, Saturday is the last day for
dredging. Rocks cut and collected with MV bucket are in the site office to be shipped to SMD
next week.



This week we had onsite – SMD, FUGRO, INESTEC and DAMEN.



Preparations for demob next week, have started:
 Aplant to collect next week 1 data office and 2 generators (only needed for
operations);
 Agree with Friendship for the red diesel in the LARV generator to be emptied (this
contains approx. 6000litres. the fuel will be used to refill the generators leaving site
as they need to be returned full as supplied, otherwise we will be charged for it;
Friendship will help us with this once the LARV returns to shore, I have reviewed
with them the equipment required for the process;
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 Off hire as much equipment as possible back to TOOL HIRE and to SPEEDY HIRE;

Completed by:
Fabio Simoes 28‐10‐2017
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Date

03‐11‐2017

Present:

Fabio Simoes (SMD), Mark Richards (Quarry Manager)

Accidents:

None

Near Misses:

None

Inspections:
Inspection being carried out, daily and weekly, as required.
Signing in and off site to IMERYS clay control:
No change, sign in and off site.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All safety checks carried out satisfactorily. Telehandler was onsite for until Thursday to assist with
site operations.
DAMEN Workboat inspection sheets being completed on weekly basis.
RAMS:
All major activities so far are covered by the Macsalvors RAMS, DENBOW RAMS, SMD RAMS, INESC
RAMS, FUGRO RAMS and Friendship Engineering RAMS. Minor activities are being risk assessed as
required.
RAMS produced for Friendship to complete the fuel transfer from the LARV fuel tank to the bowsers
and then to site generators.
Friendship took back to their yard 2630litres of red diesel.
Training:

No requirement for training.

Site Rules:

No further changes to site procedures and none required.

Site procedures:
No changes, 07:00am Tool Box talks continue for personnel to be aware of tasks to be carried out
and communicate concerns actions and simultaneous operations.
Site Management systems:
No new issues, the Site is functioning well.
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Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Environmental:
Project Demob is underway, working environment.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is happy with the performance of the team’s onsite, who are working safely and
seeking advice when required.
Project Progress






Demobilisation is in progress, with the assistance of the 180tonne crane and 500 tonne
crane to remove heaviest gear from LARV.
Near the end of shift the 500tonne crane has completed its job safely and has now left the
site;
SMD equipment / SANDVIK and Aggreko equipment have been safely loaded and on route
back to Newcastle and Netherlands.
The 180tonne crane is onsite and assisting with Demob tasks;
Meeting with Imerys this afternoon to review actions required to finalise the lease
agreement for the trials on the 1stDecember.
‐Tip 1 tube to be left in and this to be part of the IMERYS team Reg12 inspections;
‐Tip 2 car park, no further actions are required;
‐Sandbox to be left in the dewatering plant, some mesh to be put on top and side of the
sandbox to eliminate fall hazard;
‐Straw bales to be removed as much as possible with the assistance of Friendships JCB;
‐Bump Banks – the main ones have been removed, the pedestrians to be removed as well
during next week;
‐Access roads ok;
‐Friendship to finish the security of site on the 14th 07:00am (this is when APlant removes
the remaining welfare kit from Site);
‐Neil Richards to be Appointed by Kevin Swanson as QR99 8.1D for him to be present on the
14th for few hours while APLANT collects the remaining equipment;
‐Friendship Engineering to remove the ramp going to the Dewatering Plant;
‐Lego Blocks to be left in, lifting eyes to be removed and given to Neil Richards or Guy
Mayhew;
‐The mooring point pipes for the LARV to be removed;
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‐Geotextile ‐ Mark Richards to produce the geotechnical arrangement for the geotextile
application to pass on to IMERYS;
‐Was discussed that after the 1st of December, after the Site is handed back to Imerys,
instead of having a bump bank to avoid people driving through to the water, was decided
that fencing and a gate will be required to put in place, and possibly as part of a rental
agreement to store equipment onsite;



Aplant will be collecting next Monday two generators and 2 bunded fuel tanks which are
now full to go out of site. (these are off hired);
Next week 1 office and one canteen will be collected by A Plant, remaining onsite, 1 office, 1
canteen, toilets, two water bowsers and site generators with bunded fuel tank.

Completed by:
Fabio Simoes 03‐11‐2017

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE

TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS

11/10/2017 8:47
8:58
8:59
9:01
9:07
9:09
9:10
9:11
9:11

9:14
9:15
9:19
9:22
9:28

Pump Start – 10.3 Meters Deep
Dump V closed – Dredge valve open – Dilute open
Water at DWF
Lower MV
Auger Started (50%)
Silt at DWF
Dilution valve closed – Auger down
Dilution valve open (50%) – Auger up
Slurry velocity at 3.5 M/S
Closing Dilution Valve
Lower Winch
Lower Winch
Auger up (Dredge Hydraulic Pressure 350 Bar)
FUGRO VIPS Off (Power)
Auger up
Cutter started

WEEK
INITIAL
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9:32
9:34
9:38

12/10

9:42
9:45
9:46
9:48
9:55
9:57
9:58

Winch up due to flow rate
Flow rate down to 0.5 m/s
Cutter boom down
Winch lower
Cutter boom up
Winch up to low flow rate
Dilution valve open 50%
Cutter cleaning valve open 100%
Tracks running for cleaning
Tracks stopped
System shutdown due to oil loss in water

15:08
15:10

MV off deck
MV in water

WEEK
INITIAL
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20/10

8:40
8:41
8:42
8:46
8:51
8:53
8:58
9:03
9:05
9:16
9:19
9:20
9:23
9:27

MV off deck
Platform inboard
Lowering MV
MV lowered to 5 meters for INESC testing
MV rotated few degrees clockwise (INESC testing)
MV rotated few degrees anti clockwise
MV lowered 2.5 meters (7.5 m depth)
Pump test started (Damen)
MV rotated clockwise
Water at dewatering plant (Damen)
Port track ran
STBD track disabled
Both tracks running
Tracks rotated clockwise
Track stopped
MV hoisted up to 5 meters depth
Damen stopped pumping

WEEK
INITIAL
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20/10

9:28
9:40
9:44
9:50
9:55
10:01
10:03
10:07
10:09
10:15
10:26
10:28
11:08

MV picked up to 4.1 meters (INESC testing)
MV rotated clockwise
MV lowered to 7.4 meters
MV rotated clockwise
MV picked up to 3.9 meters
MV rotated clockwise
MV rotated anticlockwise
MV rotated back to centre
Lowered to 7.5 meters
LV picked up to 40 metres
MV lowered to 7.0 meters
MV rotated clockwise
MV rotated anticlockwise
Damen starting to pump water, dredge pumps started
MV at depth of 7.1 meters
Auger started

WEEK
INITIAL
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11:13
11:14
11:16
11:17
11:21
11:23
11:26
11:28
11:29
11:30
11:33
11:34
11:40
11:50
11:52

MV down @ 7.9 meters with roll of 14.5 degrees
MV lifted and then rotated clockwise
Cutter started
Cutter lowered, MV at 8.07 depth pumping water
Lowering auger and cutter
MV at depth of 8.21 meters now pumping silt
Cutter boom left to right
Cutter raise
Backhoe raise
Tracks put in reverse
MV raise and rotated 180 degrees
Auger and cutter lowered
Cutter is cutting something hard
Auger lowered and MV tracks forward
Cutter sweeping increase in pressure on cutting head
MV moved forward and cutter down

WEEK
INITIAL
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20/10

12:02
12:03
12:26
12:28
12:30
14:26
14:27
14:28
14:30
14:35
14:37
14:41

MV moving forward
Cutter down
Recovering MV due to minor problem with dredge pumps (Damen)
Recovered to 6.6m depth
Performing backflush on dredge pump (Damen)
Restarting to pump water with dredge pump (Damen)
MV at depth of 8.4 meters
MV on seabed
Auger started/Damen start dredge pump – pumping silt
Cutter down
Cutter moved left to right
Auger stalled
Auger stopped and put in reverse to clear
Auger ran forward again
Cutter lowered

WEEK
INITIAL
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20/10

16:00
16:11

Begin recovery
MV on deck

23/10

09:40
10:53
13:09
13:11
13:15

Vehicle in water
Vehicle back on deck
Vehicle off deck after auger welding
Vehicle in water
Vehicle at 5.72m water depth
Lunch
Motor 1 + 2 on
Slurry/Cutter control to Damen
Slurry 50% depth 1.72m
Water at dewatering site
Auger ~ 60% ‐ Slurry 50% ‐ Lowering to silt
Silt at dewatering, auger lower
Lowering cutter

14:30
14:36
14:37
14:40
14:44
14:50

WEEK
INITIAL
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23/10

24/10

14:55
15:02
15:07
15:10
15:12
15:18
15:25
15:28
15:53
08:55
08:59
09:10
09:20
09:25
09:45

Damen low flow auger
Backflush, blocked auger
Dredging commenced
Silt at dewatering
Clean sweep complete. Raise auger/cutter move MV forward
Auger stall/slurry low flow
Still low flow
Backflush
Recovery begins
MV off deck
MV lowered to water, launch levels marked
MV raised to align heading
Slurry control handed to Damen
Pumping water begins
Silt at dewatering site
Rocks at LARV

WEEK
INITIAL
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24/10

10:05
10:37

Groups arrive successful cutting commences
Out of the water

25/10

09:25
09:35
09:42
09:50
10:12
10:15
10:25
10:40
10:45
10:55
13:08
13:22
13:30

MV in water, pumping, water at DWF
Milky Water at DWF
MV moved forward
Rotated MV
Backflush
Vacuum 0.1 to 0.4
MV moved for more cutting
Raise MV
Lowering vehicle for water sample at DWF
Low flow. Recover MV
MV off deck
Water at DWF
Backflush

WEEK
INITIAL
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25/10

26/10

13:35
13:40
13:45
13:56
14:07
14:40
08:57
09:01
09:20
09:56
10:00
12:20
12:27
12:46
13:20
13:48

Back on seabed, begin cutting again
Track forward. Check new area
Cutting new site, good
Backflush
Cutting again
Oil leak, recover MV
MV off deck
Launch levels marked
Oil leak confirmed, slurry CCT
MV raised
MV on deck
MV off deck
Lowering to seabed
First cut, 37s slew speed 50%
Second cut, 37s slew speed 50%
Third cut, 37s slew speed 50%

WEEK
INITIAL
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26/10

14:40
15:00
15:13

Backhoe grab from second cut
MV on deck
Move LARV to make way for EVA

28/10

08:25
08:30
08:37

MV off deck
Start slurry pump
Water at DWF
Damen running slurry pump

09:35
09:51

Oil leak recover
LARV control raise

WEEK
INITIAL

DAMEN DREDGING EQUIPMENT

aan
c.c.

van
betreft

Erwin Muller, Frank Bosman
Fons Bonder; Sies Rotgans; Jaimy van Mook; Henk van
der Heijden; Mark Winkelman
John Brebde

INSPECTION REPORT

datum

4 januari 2004

bedrijf
prj/order nr.

R160038 ¡VAMOS!

Visit report Lee Moor field trials
Good evening Erwin, Frank,
Hereby my feedback for the Vamos project.
It has not been worked out very well and I have not yet noted all the points
Think it is good to explain the whole thing again 1:1.
Of course there is a difference in the points, and I will try to show my proposed priorities split into:
 Nice to have for sale
 Must have if we sell it
 Nice to have for 2nd test location
 Must have for 2nd test location
First a few positive things enumerated, this is also very important.
Find it difficult to really do this per point.
Think that from a practical point of view things could have been better, but you always keep that
and that is also a test.
Many things that I came with were also thought about or had a reason. (you are also with an
approach that it is for 2x testing and not a definitive design)
So the basis was good, I think.
A few points that I noticed
Cameras on the winches provide good visibility.
-The manouvreren of the LARV remote is quite accurate.
-Belly pack works very practical
-Visualisation of BMT is very useful
-Dilution valve works well and quickly.
DDE related issues.
Nice to have for test location.
-We have a few general cameras on the LARV.
It is good to see if one works and where one walks.
We can see if we can focus 1 or 2 cameras on the hoisting wire.
During the last test, we only drove with bullit connected, this means that the wire can come under
a good angle.
This will be less at a greater depth and we of course want to disconnect.
- We also had several times now that someone on the LARV oil could see drops coming up.
This is only possible if someone is present and not yet with a camera.
-Before we go to the 2nd test location, go through the test documents step by step.
Now there was always someone on site who could catch up with me but actually this has to be
done in advance, with the person who will lead the tests.
-The anchor wires on the winches were too short.
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This greatly limits the moving range of the LARV if one side is long enough that it can be so that
we have to remove an extension wire on the other side.
In the specs is specified that we at a wind force 8 to the side but that is not possible, at a wind
force 6 I find it not safe to extend or shorten wires.
-We have adjusted the position for the MV on the platform.
The sensor that detects this spot was already broken but has never been replaced and actually
has to be moved to the new position of the platform.
Must have for 2nd test location.
- Determine the maximum wind speed at which we are allowed to launch the MV and when we
have to recover.
In my opinion, this is the wind force 6 for normal lifting operations.
-The placing of the anchors is important.
In order to be able to maneuver well, the anchors must have a good angle from the dredging
position.
In the northern part this was not the case and then there are places where you can maneuver
inconveniently.
Also the forces on the anchors become very large with wind from an unfavorable direction.
-Good thinking about riser over anchor wires.
In practice, we did not have all anchor wires tight.
With and without the weight of the MV, the pontoon must be able to go up and some forces would
otherwise be very large.
This means that with wind the overlength of the riser and umbilical can drive / wind wire over an
anchor.
If you do not see this properly and you drop the MV or drive, this can cause damage, especially if
we go to greater depths and therefore have more driving guidance.
Ideally, therefore, there should be a large angle of the anchor wires at the dredging location at the
front.
-Height to the dewatering plant to possibly backflush.
With height this goes much better than with the flushing pump of SMD.
-How do we deal with a long riser and longer umbilical?
Think the same as here last piece with cuffs loose and the rest with straps to the riser.
You do not have to tighten the rubber stauf clamps because they have less grip on the cable.
At the end of this project, 1 out of 8 had shifted considerably and others perhaps a lot.
Can I imagine that at a greater depth these clamps do not meet.
Must have for sale.
-When recovering from the MV it is important to pay attention to the riser and the umbilical.
Under their own weight, they are already far ahead.
For now it has been decided to adjust the spot on the platform and possibly give something with
the back-up of the MV.
This works but this must be done differently for sale.
-The drip trays do not work as they are now conceived.
They are full of rain, dredger etc.
If we want to use them, the idea for tinkering or for decking is quickly empty.
Removing gratings with a key takes a long time and does not work if there is a lot of clay on it, so
it will not be done.
Emptying should actually be done with an easily accessible lever instead of a cap that can fall into
the water and that you need a baco for.
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General
-You must be careful that you as an operator do not blindly rely on the visualization of BMT.
It's all right, but you cannot see the riser (or anything on your anchor wires), so cameras are really
a must.
-During the testing, I missed a site manager someone who looks at what has priority and how
best we coordinate everything.
Now it is assumed that everyone does their best and consults with each other is fine.
But this does not work ideal.
production
What I ran into during production.
-What kind of cutter speed do I have to keep with what kind of type soil?
-The cutter test that is very important is difficult to perform.
You run into the fact that it is difficult to estimate the initial situation.
Think that this only goes well if you first cut a piece and then make a few waving, preferably
against a wall.
-Auger was often hidden in the beginning, after the removal of the blades in the middle went
better.
-However, the pump was blocked.
This is what I see with high vacuum and possibly high intermediate pressure.
Furthermore, the flow drops and the pump vibrations clearly rise.
With water turning, I have defined a basis and I can compare that (eg 100% flow, 50%
displacement (set point) and then the vibrations were 1.19 to 1.33 mm / sec)
This is very dangerous because you cannot easily open it for inspection.
Backwashing often helped in 1x (pump stop and let the water run backwards from the dump
(height difference at the end is therefore favorable.
With backwashing I reached a speed of 0.9m / s in 200m diameter.
2x this did not work immediately.
What struck me is that the pump does not always turn when you rinse back, which I did during the
rewind was the pump at low rpm.
Then the water should rinse all the blades clean.
-Here we have reduced the grid, even then the pump was sometimes blocked but this was much
less.
Finding what sometimes works is not fully rewinding but lowering your pump nuts, dilution valve
open so you have a low / no vacuum.
The stones sometimes fall out (depending on whether they are stuck or just in front of them).
The disadvantage is that the grid is often hidden.
This really needs to be looked at.
Personally I think that the blades of the auger are quite far apart so you can feed large chunks.
If you reduce this and, for example, place an extra grid for the middle section (where there are no
leaves) I think the suction grid will clog less often.
SMD thought of a grid for the whole auger, but I do not know if the functionality of the auger is not
much less.
Furthermore, I got an example from Mark from a square bar as a grid, so that stones have less sn
I also heard SMD talking about a ratio of pump passage and the squeegee passage of 2 or 1.5
itself I think this should be max 1 on 1 or even 0.9 because the pump open on site for this test is
actually no option.
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-What we might be able to look at when we sell is to connect the discharge of the pump to the
nozzle to clean it.
And then suction through the dilution valve, eg.
The flushing pump of SMD is not very common and certainly if a part is open it does not express
the rest.
Vamos site
-Camera dewatering plant ran from the CC via 2 other switches, 1 of which fell away due to
generator problems.
Then you as an operator immediately miss a part of your information.
-Bottom well survey, is there clay / sludge or can there be a relatively quick fertilization?
The best thing is I think against a wall cut, only then you have to be able to drive back.
-Do not know which party this is but since there is no draft determined it would be nice to put a
slat in the water so that the level can be monitored, should this change.
-Boat transfer with 2 people stops very much.
Think that if there is a 2nd boat available we can say that sailing back and forth or with one
person should be possible.
If something happens, a boat is available to sail there.
- It would also be very desirable if we are not the only ones allowed to sail.
Carlos from Inesc also has a sailing license and John from BMT also, if 2 people from SMD would
have this, then they are much less dependent on us for transfer.
-Furthermore, I understood from Fugro that we are under strict rules because it now falls under a
workboat.
He did think when the boat is seen as a transfer boat of a stationary tool that the regulations
suddenly become minimal.
Vamos partners scopes
Some of these points I have already indicated to the partners, I will mention this but we can check
if it is carried out.
Think this part certainly needs explanation before we communicate this widely.
SMD:
-Auger design review (as also described in production comments).
-Communication with the radios we have does not work in the control cabin.
View options to place a radio with an antenna outside the control cabin.
A second set of better quality radios is not pleasant because you miss a part of the
communication and this is the nerve center of the operation.
-If sludge / clay can be present at the following location, the suction of the dilution valve must be
higher.
If it is good, it is not necessary, but sometimes he did not work here.
-The umbilical hung on its own weight to the MV when it was on the LARV.
Would advise to check that bend, SMD knows it is not our package, but if the cable damaged we
have a considerable delay.
-During the testing, we did have some delays due to hydraulic leaks.
What might have been better tested beforehand.
-Some hydraulic controls have not yet been properly adjusted.
Suppose I send the cutter tree 10% then he does not move because he needs 15% pressure
before he does something.
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Consider that this should be checked 1 by 1 for the next project so that if we send out slowly 1%
he also moves slowly then.
Inesc:
-Do not have a 2nd video input link (1 input with alternating 1,2,3,4 screens was possible.
A 2nd screen can be handy eg 1x4 winches for maneuvering and 1x overview of shore
connection and riser (possibly over an anchor cable).
Other setup is during dredging where I would like to have 2x large image of the riser and the
dewatering plant, in small eg the winch how right the bullit goes down (is less important at greater
depth) and overview.
If you suddenly lift quickly, it can happen that the LARVa gets a big swing, you can see this in the
environment. (then the LARV runs)
I have already reported this
- No draft is determined.
Everything is based on altitude only if the water level rises this is not measured and you can get a
distorted picture.
-Position of the MV was not accurate during testing.
On the last day after adjusting the location of the sensor on the MV (as a result of which he
experienced less disturbance from the riser) it seemed better.
This was actually just too late.
We tested "blind" for a number of days and sometimes the MV was pulled aside by the LARV or
by the hoisting winch, which blocked the process again.
Also the limited depth we worked on gave problems.
However, this is a very important point because a lot of things depend on this.
Think of: loose copies of the bullit, display location in BMT visualization, linking online survey,
slack calculation of the hoisting winch (if we do not disconnect it we have to give slack to drive but
not too much that he damaged sensors), and more.
-The internet network and the camera network + hope sensors from Inesc were in 1 network.
The best part is to separate this to avoid problems.
But it all worked on a single short interruption.
BMT / Telematik:
-On the last days we did a scan from the MV vertical multibeam and then moved horizontally.
This looked nice and gave us useful data.
However, he also often scanned the cutter.
To get a map you have to remember all points for a considerable period of time otherwise you will
not see any surface but loose points.
I think it should be possible to determine where the cutter is at the time of scanning and ignore all
points 10 cm around as false echoes.
This would produce a very nice effect.
However, Telematik was no longer present during the last days to implement this.
Multiple partners
-Which inaccuracy has the place determination of MV? (Inesc)
The instruction I received was that I have to position the LARV within 0.5m to lift the MV.
However, if the location is 0.2 meters apart, I still have a margin of 0.5.
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At great depth I do not know if the cable is hanging straight or something in a curve will hang?
(can something be said about this)
Furthermore, it makes a big difference where the wire is on the drum, he sits left, or right and on
how many windings he is, this will also quickly cut a 0.08m in accuracy. (combination of us and
BMT).
For great depth you would actually want to have a sort of place determination from the bullit on a
battery.
This must then be turned on manually for recovering, for example.
Think that the latter is a nice to have for the future, if the collection does not work we would still be
able to scan with the AUV.
Last but not least E & I
Must have for test location:
-PMU calculation to system diameter, I think this is not necessary because the meeting itself is
correct.
Only the flow has been adjusted.
-Alarms of PMU are currently not used to check if we want to.
We generate flow alarms on the main PLC.
This should be the same for other alarms.
-Are there an it's meeting or is there a source?
The Berthold measuring amplifier is no longer in the PMU (because this represents a large value
and the case is better preserved in the form of moisture).
-Wind meeting does not work properly.
Must be an averaging, but then he is not reliable.
Making PID regulation work (whether this is really a must be allowed to judge others)
Personally, I think that this arrangement is not very sensible as he works now.
If it is necessary to regulate, speed is often not enough.
So the dilution valve must also be open.
If an attempt is made to automatically regulate at first, the flow may have fallen too far before the
dilution valve is opened.
My action always depended on the displacement setpoint increase so we started to run more
revolutions, the flow was very low then also directly the dilution valve open.
So the scheme will always facilitate the operation.
-On 15-10 I sent an email regarding alarms whether we want this or not. (see attached alerts for
SMD signals)
I did not get a reaction to this, okay if we do not have to alert this but would be a shame if it was
"forgotten" and was needed.
-The manual light immediately after start-up, manual is not yet activated and you have to press it
first.
If you know it is not a problem but for first use it is very confusing.
Nice to have for test location
-If the bellypack is off, we cannot watch the e-stop even if we are on local. (but stop all operation
from the belly pack)
If the call pack is empty or on the LARV, someone switches from remote to local, an emergency
stop is generated.
Since it is also passed on to SMD, they immediately open the high voltage breaker.
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This means that there is no more hydraulics on the MV and eg with hoisten the truster is not
working and the MV can turn unfavorable.
Do not know if other risks arise if we only look at this e-stop if the call pack is linked.
What I can tell you is that we have had 3 times an unwanted e-stop of which 1x at a not sunny
time. (no danger of damage but did not come out nicely)
-We have a density prediction in the software.
This is not working at the moment. (this can be selected if we find this important)
Furthermore there is also a loop because we convert the pressure kwa diameter by means of
density so predicting here does not make sense, but we can test the principle.
-We now control the pump with the joystick.
The idea of the functionality was you push a little bit up / down and your setpoint gradually
changes every 1 to 2 seconds.
If you push him further, the steps are bigger.
However, now it works that you have to go back to the 0 every time and bring it back to a position.
Works also is only a fact.
However, at the end we opted to arrange the displacement.
Flow at 100% and rest we arrange displacement, for this I have made 2 buttons on the screen.
We could also make this functionality on the joystick if it is 100% further control the displacement.
For quick intervention if you want to speed up, this is convenient. (respond quickly and control
multiple things you do not want on a touchscreen)
-If your valve setting looks after startup, everything is at 0 then you have to switch screens first
and then display them correctly.
-There is something wrong with the CT selections of the winches (do not know if this is local or
from the CC) but if SB is aft in ct mode PS is off then SB fore does not work in speed mode.
Nice to have if sale
-On the bellypack you can not see which alarm is active.
- At the moment you serve 1 winch and not all other winches in CT you always get invalid
manouvering.
Do not know why this is so but on bellypack you only see red bar, you never look at the alarms
again.
-Be sure for larger trips it would be nice if you could have several winches fired or fetched at the
same time.
Possibly even with 2 joysticks so you can get 2 and celebrate 2.
-Length road meeting on the platform.
Then speed can be better controlled towards the end and eg fixed stops to lower the MV.
We can also link this to the visualization.
-Our PLC screen nicely shows everything for the process.
For an operator it would be nice to see this next to the visualization than he would have to look
less up and down.
This can be done by properly prescribing what others have to show and how we want this.
Must have if sale
- Control the pump with a pot meter instead of joystick, or a push button
-Encoders at anchor winches.
Advantage that we can better assess the forces, better working CT, For moving remote you can
know lengthwise how far you move, show forces vector in BMT visualization and more.
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-Good to look at the screen layout.
There is a lot of information on our HMI, some of which are more useful to display in the
visualization of BMT.
We can also show screens here if, for example, we are on the floor or the pump is running.
It is important that the screens do not become overcrowded and information jumps back and
forth.
-Range of the pressure sensors on the MV is quite large.
Sometimes he gave 0.7 or 0.8 bar, while the pressure (with plicscom gave 0.965)
Due to the large range, it is also less accurate and, especially in the low range, high accuracy can
be desired.
-A own buzzer for process alarms that you hear a difference between direct intervention and just
an alarm what you want to keep in the gate.
-The joystick are not of high quality.
The 0 point differs and must be set.
-The cutter joystick has 2 axes, this does not work.
If I claim straight up, I also give 1 to 10% sideways without you noticing.
So the first 10% of the service I want to get out of it.
-The joysticks send from 0 to 100%.
But the cutter process is a slow process in which 100% cylinder speed is far too much.
This I have so much muted in the software.
To make the screen adjustable, for example with slip, you want to swing faster and with cutering
you want to swing very controlled.
-The diution valve is a separate indicator.
This is unnecessary as it is also on the screen. -The slurry PLC part is not clear.
If we really want to start using this, we have to put time into it to clarify this and make it easy to
apply.
Because you want to be able to do all the settings in the CC and not on the PMU itself.
-Under water, we use absolute sensors.
There is a relative sensor on the PMU.
This can cause some confusion.
Do not know what is the best, but can I imagine that it is actually clearer if absolute sensors are
used to do everything in this way.
But perhaps there are also reasons to continue using relatively above water.
-For moving the platform it is useful if there is a torque limiter or alarm.
Sometimes you have an anchor that you know is coming off at 70%.
Already adjusted
-For the pump speed the software states that you give a setpoint with the joystick and do not
adjust a setpoint with the joystick.
This is not workable.
I.p. a joystick could also have been a pot meter.
-In addition to the flow, we also want to influence the displacement of the hydraulic motor of the
dredging pump (probably this has not been told in advance)
I solved this with 2 push buttons on the screen.
-The control request was on a setting page.
This is inconvenient because this is normal operation and you should not have to enter a
password for this.
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-If the communication with SMD is lost, smd would bring all the arrangements to their own
setpoint.
Since this is 0 the dredge pump stops, this is not desirable.
The dump valve also opens and the dredge valve closes.
It has been changed to: our last setpoint is taken over and the dredge valve remains open.
Cutter and auger setpoint may go to 0.
Everything can also be controlled on local SMD operation.
-For every analogue signal, SMD also wanted a bit to be sent high.
For this we used the on / off button.
However, for the pump I set it to be below 20% of the speed before the button can be pushed out.
-On the PMU a flow alarm can be set and this is taken over by the slurry PLC.
This is not convenient because you sometimes want to be able to adjust it during operation.
I have now made a flow alarm in the Slurry PLC.
This alarm also looks at the speed of the motor as an enable and the flow must also have been
above the flow alarm setpoint.
-On the slurry overview screen were a lot of meters.
This is useful to indicate how far in the maximum range you are but certainly not necessary for
printing.
It is more important that exact prints can be read correctly and quickly.
-On the slurry overview screen I have added a lot of setpoints.
You want to see how much you send and how far you are in the range for eg the cutter cylinders
that you know you are at the end of your sweep.
-If we work with absolute sensors, it is also important to show the depth at which the pressure is
measured.
We do not have to compensate with the depth (especially for your vacuum this is not desirable).
But displaying the depth does say a lot about the pressure.
-I also now give the pump pressure and the cutter and auger to have a kind of feedback of what
the load on these components is.
At this moment I am giving only the values again but here a bar graph could be useful (only I do
not have the space now)
-If formulas (calculations) are applied on the basis of sensors it is important that this is fail
safe.Set a flow sensor indicates 0 because it is broken then further calculations are wrong.
Bv for pressure to scale you can then choose to display the raw value and an alarm on the
sensor.Other possibility is to go back to a value 1.Roel had there is something in it to be able to
switch.
SMD sends cylinder results I have converted to percentages.
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Appendix M Empty questionnaire

Questionnaire
The questionnaire is about the scope of Damen within VAMOS. This include the launching area recovering vehicle
and the slurry circuit.
The questionnaire is meant to give feedback to the company about the above named systems. The feedback can
include different phases or aspects of the project/systems. These feedback for the phases can relate to; transport,
build-up, commissioning, testing and decommissioning. The feedback recording technical aspects can relate to;
design, safety, efficiency, cost reducing, tools and required machines.
The feedback will be processed in the Improvements for ¡VAMOS! research report from Damen Dredging
Equipment. When there is no feedback for one of the subjects please cross the square NO. There is a possibility an
personnel interview follows the questionnaire. That is why some personal information need to be filled in. The last
page of the questionnaire is left blank. Please write here if you need more space or have another suggestion or
advice for another subject/compound.
Today’s date: [Click to select a date.]
Name: [Your Name]
Company: Click here to enter text.
Function: Click here to enter text.
Work experiences in years: Choose an item.
Contact information: [Your email address and phone number]

General
Here you can give any advice, suggestions or feedback. Please write an explanation when needed. The last page of
the questionnaire is left blank. Please write here if u need more space or have another suggestion or advice for
another subject/compound.
1.
☐ No

2.

☐ No

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the Tools and workshop?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the machines, vehicles, hoisting equipment, cranes,
jetty or mooring?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]
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3.
☐ No

4.
☐ No

5.
☐ No

6.
☐ No

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the containers just for transport?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the organization and planning?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the civil work?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the documentation?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]
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Launching and recovery vessel
Here you can give any advice, suggestions or feedback for the LARV components. Please write an explanation when
needed. The last page of the questionnaire is left blank. Please write here if u need more space or have another
suggestion or advice for another subject/compound.
7.
☐ No

8.
☐ No

9.
☐ No

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the pontoons and the connections?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the gantry and hoisting winch?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the electrical container?
☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

10. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the anchor winches or anchoring method?
☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

11. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the PMU or density meter?

☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]
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12. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the ballasting or cable work on the LARV ?
☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

13. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the umbilical (storage)?
☐ No
☐ Yes Explain: [Explanation]

Slurry system
Here u can give any advice, suggestion or feedback about the compounds of the slurry system. Please write an
explanation when needed. The last page of the questionnaire is left blank. Please write here if u need more space or
have another suggestion or advice for another compound.

14. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the multistage pump?
☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

15. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the piping, dilution valve, dump valve, dredge
valve or sniffer valve?
☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

16. Do yu have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the rise hose?
☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]
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17. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the floating pipeline?
☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]

18. Do you have any advice, suggestions or feedback about the dewatering facility?
☐ No

☐ Yes

Explain: [Explanation]
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Other Comments or Suggestions
Here u can write any other advise, suggestion or feedback point which is not asked but is important in your
opinion ?
Suggestions: [Suggestions]

Here u can write the continuation of question ….. (write the number of the question on the dots).
Continuation: Click here to enter text.
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Date

21‐09‐2018

Present:

Fabio Simoes / Martin Hekkert /Daniel Cunny

(This is as resume of the week and previous weeks)
Accidents:

No accidents to report this week.

From previous weeks to report one incident recorded as HSER6 – Bar to connect the pontoons came
down on the shoulder of the FSE.
Immediately reported to relevant personnel.
Near Misses:

2 recorded near misses:

HSER 5 ‐ Rock falling from cliff side, this was an opportunity for improvement and keep personnel
safe.
HSER 7 – LARV becoming loose from anchor points and drifting in the water due to storm weather.
With this the Umbilical cable and shore cable were snagged underwater and trapped, requiring
divers to come to site to assist in the recovery process, which happened successfully.
A car was removed from the water to make safe to lift the umbilical. The Police was called onsite and
seen the car, we have introduced ourselves and exchange contact details with the Detective officer
and police officers onsite, which offered immediate assistance should we require. Lodge security
details were given also since the security officer is alone onsite. As part of his arrangements hourly
calls occur with his office as standard in this business.
Other several cars are in the bottom of the pit, with no disturbance observed so far in the trials.
As a comment for the HSER 7 the current area where the LARV is moored is safe for pedestrian
access, however the original position for mooring will need reinstated near the crane pad for demob
operations, possibly the recovery of the old stair way put in place.
On a note, all the previous documentation and evidence is available onsite and can be sent to
anyone within the VAMOS project if required. Systems onsite have been updated to ensure
personnel is made aware during induction/Risk Assessment or other procedure, such as permit to
work.
Inspections:
Inspections being carried out on daily basis, for safety and environmental.
The main findings of the week in the inspections are the fences put in place in the crane area being
blown by the wind and requiring to be reinstated, this has been complete.
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Generic Safety signs around the site blown away of destroyed, these have been replaced or fixed,
with weather conditions this is reviewed on a daily basis.
Site Generator will require refuelling, to happen today Friday the 21st September.
New 20ft cabin to be delivered tomorrow the 22nd September, for drying changing facilities due to
more people working onsite and weather conditions difficult.
Cleaning services to start today the 21st September, 4 hours a week, in the welfare areas.
Compliance to be completed onsite next week.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All Safety checks carried out by the subcontractor’s onsite with moving plant (Roadbridge and NCH
Cranes)
RAMS:
All activities onsite to be covered by Risk Assessment and Method Statement, and additionally a
permit to work to be issued to the subcontractors/partners.
Training:
N/A
Site Rules:
A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.
Sign in and out of the LARV to be put in place prior to this one being moved from position.
Site procedures:



With a Security onsite it is required to sign in everyday on the daily TBT for awareness of
operations ongoing and H&S hazards on site.
Relevant documentation updated in line with Near misses/incident (induction pack and site
Risk assessment for HSER5).

Site Management systems:
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
We have a security working onsite from 17:00pm to 07:00am weekdays, 12:00pm Saturday to
07:00am Monday (with the security team rotating between them to ensure fair working hours
according to Irish law).
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Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
Environmental:
Dust monitoring system is in place, first samples to be taken next week for analysis.
There has been wet weather for days, dusts as settled.
During the storm passing by on Monday with high winds and with limited access to the LARV,
operations have been restricted, until safe access was assured and weather conditions allow for
outside work in the LARV.

Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is very happy with the H&S Standards exhibited by Roadbrigde, NCH Cranes, and the
team’s onsite – SMD / DAMEN / FUGRO.
Next week there will be more partners coming to site and new people to go through induction and
specific site rules.
Project Progress








LARV is fully assembled mechanically and the FAT complete, with the ELMA engineer onsite;
SMD and DDE with crane support (NCH Cranes) are building the Trelleborg floating hoses,
with the operations starting yesterday the 20th August, this is complete.
SMD working on the MV with Commissioning activities and communication from CC to MV;
SMD team working on the termination of the Umbilical cable, after the HSER 7 occurrences;
LARV generator to be refuelled with 15m3 of diesel (Monday the 24th);
Anchor points to be put in place early next week (Monday/Tuesday), works between DAMEN
and ROADBRIDGE, RAMS are being written for permit to be put in place for this task.
Next week it is scheduled for more personnel to arrive onsite, upon reading this statement
please make your way to the canteen for induction and daily TBT;
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29‐09‐2018

Present:

Fabio Simoes / Paul Arthur / Frank Bosman

Accidents:

Nothing to report

From previous weeks to report one incident recorded as HSER6 – Bar to connect the pontoons came
down on the shoulder of the FSE, this is now closed, the final results of the investigation to be
discussed with everyone onsite, on Saturday the 29th morning Tool Box Talk.
Near Misses:

Nothing to report.

Raised Near misses onsite since beginning operations:
HSER 5 ‐ Rock falling from cliff side, this was an opportunity for improvement and keep personnel
safe – Closed.
HSER 7 – LARV becoming loose from anchor points and drifting in the water due to storm weather.
With this the Umbilical cable and shore cable were snagged underwater and trapped, requiring
divers to come to site to assist in the recovery process, which happened successfully ‐ Open.
Inspections:
Inspections being carried out on daily basis, for safety and environmental.
Generic Safety signs around the site blown away of destroyed, these have been replaced or fixed,
with weather conditions this is reviewed on a daily basis.
LARV Generator refuelled with 15m3 of Diesel for the whole of the Operations in the Magcobar pit.
Drying/Changing room has been set up and it is fully functional, all overalls and changing clothes
should be located there so the offices are kept clean and organised.
Cleaning services being provided 4 hours a week, in the welfare areas.
The boiler in the canteen has been cleaned and needs refilling every day in the morning for boiling
water to be used for cleaning the dishes if required.
Roadbridge supported the with cleaning the site for remains of finished tasks.
Audit completed onsite, main findings of the
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All Safety checks carried out by the subcontractor’s onsite with moving plant (Roadbridge and NCH
Cranes)
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RAMS:
All activities onsite to be covered by Risk Assessment and Method Statement, and additionally a
permit to work to be issued to the subcontractors/partners.
Training:
N/A
Site Rules:
A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.
Sign in and out of the LARV has been put in place for record of personnel going aboard the
LARV/workboat.

Site procedures:



With a Security onsite it is required to sign in everyday on the daily TBT for awareness of
operations ongoing and H&S hazards on site.
Site Safety Plan in place with Operating procedures, Induction and Risk assessments, etc.

Site Management systems:
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
We have a security working onsite from 17:00pm to 07:00am weekdays, 12:00pm Saturday to
07:00am Monday (with the security team rotating between them to ensure fair working hours
according to Irish law).

Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff to as an
alternative to a full induction.
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Environmental:
Dust monitoring system is in place, First samples have been collected for lab analysis.
Weather in the beginning of the week has limited operations, with some winds, second half of the
week no issues with weather conditions.

Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes is very happy with the H&S Standards exhibited by Roadbrigde, NCH Cranes, and the
team’s onsite – SMD / DAMEN / FUGRO / INESC / TRELLEBORG.
Next week there will be more partners coming to site on Monday and new people to go through
induction and specific site rules.
During Audit carried out onsite, one issue was raised with Radios not being answered upon contact,
this will be addressed during morning TBT.
Arriving:
ZFT – Michael Bleier
WBM – John Pidgeon

Project Progress
‐Dewatering plant construction complete.
‐Sinker lines WIP (in water now).
‐Floating slurry pipes assembled.
‐LARV anchors now installed and moved out towards first trial location.
‐Vehicle deck checked and wet tested.
‐Vehicle PNA fitting WIP and on schedule.
‐LARV PNA fitting WIP and on schedule.
‐Full INESC team now on site and preparing the AUV for hi‐res bathy survey.
‐FUGRO have started baseline sampling external water bodies (local streams etc.)
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06‐10‐2018

Present:

Ian White / Paul Arthur / Ian Maskell

Accidents:

Nothing to report

No Accidents to report.
Near Misses:

Nothing to report.

Raised Near misses onsite since beginning operations:
HSER 5 ‐ Rock falling from cliff side, this was an opportunity for improvement and keep personnel
safe – Closed.
HSER 7 – LARV becoming loose from anchor points and drifting in the water due to storm weather.
With this the Umbilical cable and shore cable were snagged underwater and trapped, requiring
divers to come to site to assist in the recovery process, which happened successfully ‐ Open.
Nothing to report for period between – 1st of October to the 6th of October
Inspections:
Inspections being carried out on daily basis, for safety and environmental.
Had to go round and secure signage all around the site prior to the local Council visit.
Drying/Changing room working well and making thing a lot comfortable for the everyone when it
comes to having dry warm PPE every day.
Cleaning services being provided 4 hours a week, in the welfare areas.
The boiler in the canteen has been cleaned and needs refilling every day in the morning for boiling
water to be used for cleaning the dishes if required.
Audit completed onsite, main findings of the
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All Safety checks carried out by the subcontractor’s onsite with moving plant (Roadbridge and NCH
Cranes)
RAMS:
All activities onsite to be covered by Risk Assessment and Method Statement, and additionally a
permit to work to be issued to the subcontractors/partners.
Training: Ian Maskell receiving training in the SMD Control Cabin – how to operate MV
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N/A
Site Rules:
A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.
Site procedures:



With Security onsite it is required to sign in everyday on the daily TBT for awareness of
operations ongoing and H&S hazards on site.
Site Safety Plan in place with Operating procedures, Induction and Risk assessments, etc.

Site Management systems:
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
We have a security working onsite from 17:00pm to 07:00am weekdays, 12:00pm Saturday to
07:00am Monday (with the security team rotating between them to ensure fair working hours
according to Irish law).
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff as an
alternative to a full induction.
Environmental:
Dust monitoring system is in place, First samples have been collected for lab analysis.
Weather has been OK quite wet at the start of the week getting better the back end of the week. No
issue with the wind this week.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes / Ian White are very happy with the H&S Standards exhibited by Roadbrigde, NCH
Cranes, and the team’s onsite – SMD / DAMEN / FUGRO / INESC / TRELLEBORG / SANDVICK / BMT
ZFT.
All new staff onsite have received Inductions as per the site rules and records updated to show they
have received the induction.
Roadbridge have been onsite a few times throughout the week assisting DAMEN with modifications
to the De‐Watering Plant and installing another chemical anchor point.
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Arriving:
Fugro – Ian Stewart
Project Progress
Dewatering Plant ‐ construction was deemed not suitable, issue with the Weir box leaking from the
bottom and the sides. This has now been sealed with concreate. Second issue was with the volume
of water; the water was lapping over the edge closest to the shore. – Roadbridge have been onsite
throughout the week to make modifications under DAMEN’s instruction. We will access the
performance pf the De‐Watering Plant when we start cutting again next week, as DAMEN are still
not 100% sure it will be OK.
MV Umbilical – this was causing issue each time the MV was launched and retrieved. We have paid
out about a further 20M and extra buoys have been added. We have attached the umbilical to the
riser hose to hopefully eliminate this issue.
SMD Shore Cable – excess cable that was coiled up on the LARV has now been paid out in to the
water. We have fitted 25 buoyancy buoys to the cable to ensure it does not get snagged on the
bottom of the pit. We will now have plenty of cable to fully manoeuvre in to cutting area A.
LARV Controls – we experienced issues with the Winch and moving Platform. For a period of time
we could not control the MV from the SMD CC, we also had issues controlling on the LARV with the
Belly Box control unit. DAMEN have now resolved these issues.
LARV Anchor Points – an additional anchor point was put in place Saturday morning by Roadbridge.
This is for extra stability of the LARV when moving to and from the cutting sites.
MV – has been launched and recovered a number of times this week. We have been holding the
vehicle at varying depths so Inecs can calibrate their PNA systems. We have pumped and cut this
week but only for a short period of time due to issues with the de‐watering plant. No major issues
with the MV. We had to open the POD on Saturday morning as there was an issue with Inesc not
receiving a signal from one on the cards. This is now resolved and the POD will be closed up Monday
Morning.
Vehicle PNA – all PNA equipment has now been fitted to the MV. This is still work in progress as
Inesc are still fine tuning their systems. There is an issue with the Pan & Tilt, the Pan function is not
functioning. Inesc have contacted the supplier and awaiting a response for a possible quick fix or a
swap out for another unit. BMT / ZFT are supporting Ines with the PNA / Monitoring setup.
LARV PNA ‐ Complete
EVA Inesc AUV – has been in the water a few times this week to do hi‐res bathy survey. The plan is
to move over to site A next week.
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FUGRO ‐ have started baseline sampling external water bodies (local streams etc.) Ian Stewart has
been working with Inesc this week.
SANDVIK – now onsite and has been transporting spare sets of picks for the cutting head to the
LARV. Assessed the cutting head after cutting earlier in the week.
Overall it has been a challenging week with lots of teething problems to resolve. Hopefully now
these have been resolved we can get the MV in the water and cutting for longer periods of time next
week.
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Date

12‐10‐2018

Present:

Ian White / Ian Maskell / Martin Hekkert

Accidents:

Nothing to report

No Accidents to report.
Near Misses:

Nothing to report.

Raised Near misses onsite since beginning operations:
HSER 5 ‐ Rock falling from cliff side, this was an opportunity for improvement and keep personnel
safe – Closed.
HSER 7 – LARV becoming loose from anchor points and drifting in the water due to storm weather.
With this the Umbilical cable and shore cable were snagged underwater and trapped, requiring
divers to come to site to assist in the recovery process, which happened successfully ‐ Closed.
Issue with the Mining Vehicle – Oil filter seal blew whilst operating. Some oil in the water. I have
already discussed this with Fabio, I will follow up with the relevant paperwork
Inspections:
Inspections being carried out on daily basis, for safety and environmental. Results back from
Roadbridge for the Dust Samples. All levels were reported as OK.
Drying/Changing room working well and making thing a lot comfortable for the everyone when it
comes to having dry warm PPE every day.
Cleaning services being provided 4 hours a week, in the welfare areas.
The boiler in the canteen has been cleaned and needs refilling every day in the morning for boiling
water to be used for cleaning the dishes if required.
Audit completed onsite, main findings of the Audit
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All Safety checks carried out by the subcontractor’s onsite with moving plant (Roadbridge and NCH
Cranes)
RAMS:
All activities onsite to be covered by Risk Assessment and Method Statement, and additionally a
permit to work to be issued to the subcontractors/partners.
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Training:
N/A
Site Rules:
A review of current site rules has not raised any issues.
Site procedures:



With Security onsite it is required to sign in everyday on the daily TBT for awareness of
operations ongoing and H&S hazards on site.
Site Safety Plan in place with Operating procedures, Induction and Risk assessments, etc.

Site Management systems:
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
We have a security working onsite from 17:00pm to 07:00am weekdays, 12:00pm Saturday to
07:00am Monday (with the security team rotating between them to ensure fair working hours
according to Irish law).
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff as an
alternative to a full induction.
Environmental:
Dust monitoring system is in place, First samples have been collected for lab analysis.
Weather has been very wet and windy for most of the week. Wind has caused damage to some of
the site signage.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes / Ian White are very happy with the H&S Standards exhibited by Roadbrigde, NCH
Cranes, and the team’s onsite – SMD / DAMEN / FUGRO / INESC / TRELLEBORG / SANDVICK / BMT
ZFT.
All new staff onsite have received Inductions as per the site rules and records updated to show they
have received the induction.
Roadbridge – onsite helping DAMEN with De‐watering plant. Airmount Engineering onsite to assist
with Auger modifications.
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Project Progress
Dewatering Plant – The De‐watering plant has had a few modifications over the last week to try and
get it to work fully, whilst we are cutting / pumping.
MV Umbilical – we have had a few issues with the umbilical whilst recovering the MV. We have
added a few extra buoys and tied them to the riser pipe. This has improved things – care is being
taken each time we launch and recover the MV to ensure the umbilical is not damaged.
SMD Shore Cable – The buoys we added to the cable have worked very well, plus we now have the
extra cable required to move to the next cutting location.
LARV Controls – we have had continued issues with the winch / hoist controls on the LARV. This was
found to be an IP Address issue within the DAMEN PLC.
LARV Anchor Points – No Issues
INESC PNA – we have been without a Pan & Tilt for the majority of the week. This had been
investigated and it has been deemed to be a water ingress issue. INESC have taken this back to their
Lab – parts are required to rectify the issue; these will be coming from America. We currently have
no date of when the Pan & Tilt will be available.
MV – major issue back end of the week. We had an oil leak this was found to be the oil filter for the
return water line. The filter blew its seal. When we checked the MV oil it was heavily contaminated
with water. This happened Friday afternoon at approx. 13:30 – the vehicle was quickly recovered. As
we knew that this was to be a lengthy delay the decisions were made to take this opportunity to
swap out the Auger at the same time. The work started Friday afternoon, continued Saturday /
Sunday and Monday.
LARV PNA ‐ Complete
EVA INESC AUV – has been in the water a few times this week to do hi‐res bathy survey. The INESC
crew dropped was reduced down to 2 men as off from Thursday afternoon – they have staff
returning Wednesday the 17th of October. EVA will not be put in the water until the guys return.
FUGRO – have been collecting water samples and checking their monitoring equipment.
SANDVIK – now onsite and has been transporting spare sets of picks for the cutting head to the
LARV. Assessed the cutting head after cutting earlier in the week.
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Monday 8th of October 2018












SMD closing up POD after opening up Saturday
DAMEN cleaning the LARV
INESC issues with the Pan & Tilt – Pan function not working
MV in water after lunch
Issues with De‐watering plant – filling up to quickly less than 30 minutes. Has to wait
for it to drain down. There was an air lock found in the sinker hose, DARMEN
resolved this issue.
Additional Sand Bags added to the De‐watering plant to stop the plastic sheets
blowing around in the wind.
EVA in the water
INESC have an issue with the INS system not working, this was removed at the end of
the shift and they have taken it home with them to try and resolve the issue.
Small oil leak found on the Auger this will be fixed first thing in the morning

Tuesday 9th of October 2018












SMD looking at small oil leak on Auger / resolved by tightening pipe end.
o Close Loop Checks – Oil leaks / all seems OK
o Dredge Pump check on / off sequence
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
INESC fixed INS system overnight, this was fitted to the MV first thing along with the
CODA.
o Pan / Tilt still awaiting feedback from supplier
o Eva back in water surveying area A and current mining site
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
DAMEN Modify PLC to resolve Shore function not working for Winch Control from
CC.
o Conducting Density Meter Checks
o Move LARV in to correct location for cutting
o Monitor De‐Watering Plant – Leaking Issues
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
Roadbridge onsite adding sand bags to De‐Watering Plant to try and stabilise the
Plastic Lining whilst windy.
MV in water after water after lunch and cutting for approx. 3 to 4 hours.
BMT & ZFT Supporting INESC
Email sent showing a video of the Leaks on the De‐Watering plant, sent out to all
partner’s senior personnel.
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Wednesday 10th of October 2018











SMD – Removing Auger teeth on request from DAMEN
o Check Close Loop reservoir
o Remove material blockages to Auger
o Complete MV Deck Checks
o Mark Full point in de‐watering plant
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
INESC – New PCB arriving today for the Pan & Tilt / Sourcing Pure White Mineral Oil
for Pan & Tilt
o Continue imagery with CODA
o Refit Pan & Tilt if Working
o Put EVA in Water
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
DAMEN – Removing Auger teeth on request from DARMEN
o Modify PLC – for hoist wire function not working from CC
o Perform Pumping Operations whilst pumping
o Monitor De‐watering plant
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
BMT & ZFT Supporting INESC
FUGRO ‐ supporting INESC
Roadbridge ‐ onsite filling sandbags for De‐watering plant / also topped up Canteen
Water Bowser

Major issue with DAMEN PLC when recovering the MV – Hoist / Winch function not working
in either CC or LARV. System had to be overridden and used in manual override. Moving
Platform also had issue. This delayed the recovery of the MV.
Thursday 11th of October 2018


SMD – Recover Rock samples from the dewatering plant
o Recalibrate cutter power in air and water
o Perform cutting only
o Complete MV Deck Checks
o Consider Auger options / modifications, due to stalling issue
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
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INESC – Re assemble Pan & Tilt with new PCB / mineral oil – Tested N/G. We are
informed that the unit needs to be returned to the supplier. Suggested to swap tilt to
pan, we are informed this is not possible
o Put EVA in Water to post survey area A
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
DAMEN – Continue to investigate Electrical fault on LARV hoist / winch from
yesterday. This was found to be an IP conflict within their plc system
o Discuss Auger options / modifications for quick fix to stalling issue
o Martin training in CC as Michel leaves after today
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
BMT & ZFT Supporting INESC
FUGRO ‐ supporting INESC – Looking at mv harnesses for their monitoring kit due to
communications failures
Roadbridge – were called to get someone onsite to do some hot work on the LARV
to try and resolve the Auger stalling issue. Fabio provided Risk Assessment for this to
be conducted
Lower area of De‐watering plant still off limits
Concerns over leaking De‐watering plant

Friday 12th of October 2018






SMD – Assist DAMEN in repairing De‐watering plant due to high winds overnight
o Complete MV Deck Checks
o Calibrate position of clam shell on MV on the LARV relative to bottom of the
tracks – try to pick up material after cutting
o Perform Cutting and Pumping Operations
o Review modifications made to current Auger
o Discuss with SMD hydraulics team options around Auger drive
o Sort Work Shop Cabin out / Tidy up
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
INESC – Pan and Tilt will be taken back to INESC lab this week and will be sent back
next week if repaired
o Put EVA in Water (weather dependant)
o Ensure the two guys that will be left from today until next Wednesday are
capable of running all systems on their own
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
DAMEN – Repair De‐watering plant with assistance from SMD due to high winds
overnight
o Operate dredge pump for cutting operations
o Review modifications made to current Auger
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o Martin training in CC as Michelle leaves after today
o Support all partners and Cutting Operations
BMT & ZFT Supporting INESC
FUGRO ‐ supporting INESC
o Checking survey equipment
o Working in the SMD CC
o Looking in to sensor issues
o Inspection of mooring points in the boat (weather permitting)
SANDVIK – assisting in CC for Cutting operations
o Assessing conditions of cutter head / picks when MV is recovered
Lower area of De‐watering plant still off limits
Concerns over leaking De‐watering plant
Everyone work safe in the windy / gusty conditions.
Site signage getting blown away and dislodged from their positions – will put these
right once winds have decreased

Saturday 13th of October 2018







SMD assisted by DAMEN – removing current Auger due to it stalling whilst cutting.
New filter plate fitted behind the Auger and the old Auger from Lee Moore fitted to
the MV
All accessible hoses removed and all of the contaminated oil drained from the
system. Reservoir drained down. Preparation to drain flush and replace MV oil due
to water ingress.
INESC – Working on the SLS’s
FUGRO – Collecting Water samples.

Sunday 14th of October 2018



SMD – continuing to drain and flush MV oil
FUGRO – Meeting with SMD (Paul Arthur / Paul Griffith’s) to formulate a plan of
cutting sites / dates. Continuing with water samples

Main Issues This Week




Issues with the LARV Hoist / Winch controls
Water ingress in to the MV hydraulic system
When removing the hoses for draining MV oil – we found that many of the SAE
clamp bolts were already loose – we also found that the filters had come loose from
their mounting points. There is a concern that when the MV is cutting that the
vibration is loosening the bolts.
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Oil transfer pump brought from SMD when used was not working – we had to get
one sent in to transfer the oil from the Barrel to the HPU. This will need looking at
once returned to SMD.
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Date

20‐10‐2018

Present:

Fabio Simoes / Paul Arthur / Martin Hekkert

Accidents:

Nothing to report

Near Misses:

Nothing new to report.

Inspections:
Inspections being carried out on daily basis, for safety and environmental. Results back from
Roadbridge for the Dust Samples. All levels were reported as OK.
Drying/Changing room working well and making thing a lot comfortable for the everyone when it
comes to having dry warm PPE every day.
Cleaning services being provided 4 hours a week, in the welfare areas.
During shift and night time the winds put down some signage, time is required every day to adjust
them back to desired position.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All Safety checks ok.
Roadbridge Excavator is parked onsite which will be needed and for when it is needed, we are not
charged for mobilisation costs again.
RAMS:
All activities onsite to be covered by Risk Assessment and Method Statement, and additionally a
permit to work to be issued to the subcontractors/partners.
Training:
N/A
Site Rules:
For one week, the site will operate from 08:00am to 18:00pm, until the clock changes on the 27
October, so we have daylight and can go to work immediately without having to wait to go to LARV.
Site procedures:



With Security onsite it is required to sign in everyday on the daily TBT for awareness of
operations ongoing and H&S hazards on site.
Site Safety Plan in place with Operating procedures, Induction and Risk assessments, etc.
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Site Management systems:
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
We have a security working onsite from 17:00pm to 08:00am weekdays, 12:00pm Saturday to
07:00am Monday (with the security team rotating between them to ensure fair working hours
according to Irish law). As mentioned previously during next week the times will adjust to suit our
needs for daylight.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff as an
alternative to a full induction.
Environmental:
Dust monitoring system is in place, First samples have been collected for lab analysis.
Weather has been very wet and windy for most of the week. Wind has caused damage to some of
the site signage.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes / Ian White are very happy with the H&S Standards exhibited by Roadbrigde, NCH
Cranes, and the team’s onsite – SMD / DAMEN / FUGRO / INESC / TRELLEBORG / SANDVICK / BMT
ZFT.
All new staff onsite have received Inductions as per the site rules and records updated to show they
have received the induction.
Roadbridge – onsite helping DAMEN with De‐watering plant. Airmount Engineering onsite to assist
with Auger modifications.
Project Progress
1‐ Oil ingress issue in the MV successfully drained/flushed/filled.
2‐ Quick hitch tool successfully hydraulically de‐latched and re‐latched on water, and oil sample
taken. Tool proven to still function while submerged after de‐latch/re‐latch. Tool not fully
mechanically disconnected on pit floor due to low vis and risk of non‐recovery.
3‐ Bullet disengaged, MV moved 2 metres then AR system used to reposition the MV under the
bullet in low vis and bullet successfully re engaged.
4‐ LARV has started to move to Area A. Cutting and collecting scheduled to commence in
deepest part of the pit tomorrow.
5‐ Possible POD wiring change to accommodate the SLS system. Not fully understood but an
undesirable event as this can take 1 full day. Investigation required.
6‐ SMD, DAMEN, INESC, FUGRO all confirmed to support trial extension to 1st November.
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7‐ Trial extension to Nov 1st confirmed.
8‐ Tue‐ LARV moved to Area A
9‐ Wed‐ Cutting at Area A then recovered to LARV due to INS failure. Also discovered
significant MV mechanical issues due to extreme vibration (4 to 6g)
10‐ Thur‐ Cutting & Collecting suspended while remedial work carried out.:
‐ Welding of new supports for HPU Motor
‐ Open POD to carry out checks and rewire for dredge pump and SLS cameras.
‐ Repair and reinstall INS unit
‐ Reinstall repaired Pan & Tilt unit for M3 sonar.
11‐ Friday – Repair and reinstall the INS unit.
12‐ Saturday – Complete deck checks on the MV and Launch for Cutting and collection.
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Date

27‐10‐2018

Present:

Fabio Simoes / Paul Arthur / Martin Hekkert

Accidents:

Nothing to report

Near Misses:

Nothing new to report.

Inspections:
Inspections being carried out on daily basis, for safety and environmental. Results back from
Roadbridge for the Dust Samples. All levels were reported as OK.
Drying/Changing room working well and making things a lot comfortable for everyone when it
comes to having dry warm PPE every day.
Cleaning services being provided 4 hours a week, in the welfare areas.
During shift and night time the winds put down some signage, time is required every day to adjust
them back to desired position.
Driver’s vehicle inspection sheets:
All Safety checks ok.
Roadbridge Excavator is parked onsite which will be needed and for when it is needed, we are not
charged for mobilisation costs again. This has been used this week to cover accumulation of water
near the pathway to the boat launch area.
RAMS:
All activities onsite to be covered by Risk Assessment and Method Statement, and additionally a
permit to work to be issued to the subcontractors/partners.
Training:
N/A
Site Rules:
Next Monday the 29th October the Site will operate back to its original time to start at 07:00am to
planned stop time of 17:00pm and 07:00am to 12:00pm Saturday.
Site procedures:


With Security onsite it is required to sign in everyday on the daily TBT for awareness of
operations ongoing and H&S hazards on site.
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Site Safety Plan in place with Operating procedures, Induction and Risk assessments, etc.

Site Management systems:
A review of current Site Management systems has not raised any issues.
Security onsite will return to previous working hours with site changing working hours again.
Next Monday the 29th rotation with Site QHSE Coordinator, from Fabio Simoes to Ian White.
Inductions:
All inductions carried out are recorded in the Inductions folder on site. Short term (one‐off) visitors
to site such as delivery drivers continue to be continuously supervised by inducted staff as an
alternative to a full induction.
Visitors day on the 24th October, Induction was prepared and given to the visitors, and PPE provided
for everyone.
Environmental:
Dust monitoring system is in place, First samples have been collected for lab analysis.
Good Weather during the week.
Review of Contractor performance and standards:
Fabio Simoes / Ian White are very happy with the H&S Standards exhibited by Roadbrigde, NCH
Cranes, Airmount Engineering and the team’s onsite – SMD / DAMEN / FUGRO / INESC /
TRELLEBORG / SANDVICK / BMT ZFT.
All new staff onsite have received Inductions as per the site rules and records updated to show they
have received the induction.
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Project Progress
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Some success when floor cutting in both 10deg inclined and decline.
Open day successfully completed on 23rd with excellent feedback
Suction pipe collapse observed during collection system blockage but temporary remedial
work carried out.
Bench face cutting started for the first time Friday 26th
Improved visibility with CODA combined with M3 sonar mounted on P&T.
The ground at the foot of the face was covered in spoil be we managed to level it and track
over the top to reach the bench face.
The face material is very hard and we are seeing the MV move around a lot.
Vibration is still an issue, the MV has undergone some further minor remedial work however
the P&T unit could have a limited life span and has already lost the `pan` function.
Collecting is still a major challenge due to cobbles and presence of pre‐cut material that is
oversized for the auger.
We are currently developing techniques to track over pre‐cut materials and advance into
virgin face material which can be collected. Much wider field of view.
The cutting system is being pushed harder in the last week of testing and we are seeing
occasional cutter stalls as a result.
Further more detailed bathy scans are planned using EVA in the current test area to.
We anticipate remaining in this area until the testing concludes on Nov 1st.
Success with the visitor’s day, no issues or concerns to point out.

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE
17/9/18

TIME SYSTEM
07:00 LARV
10:00
11:00 COMMS
11:30

18/9/18

12:00 LARV
15:00
7:00
8:30

COMMENTS
LARV anchor broke loose over weekend
Rescue LARV back to shore
LARV temp moored at shore – Access by boat
Umbilical + shore cable snagged under
Water level
Shore cable lifted manually and inspected
Damage found in shore cable
Request for divers to inspect before
Further action
Chemical anchor installation for LARV
LARV safely anchored
Main gen cables start hookup
Divers arrived onsite

38
WEEK
INITIAL
DSC

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE
18/9/18

19/9/18

TIME
10:30
11:30
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
15:30
17:00
7:00
9:00
12:00
12:30
15:00

SYSTEM
COMMS

SITE
LARV
COMMS

COMMENTS
Diver in water inspecting cables
Umbilical snagged under car at pit floor
Move mobile crane to remove to car.
Car removed from water – free up umbilical
Diver in water to assist umbilical recovery
Umbilical out water with damage
Shore cable recovery and inspected
Shore cable repaired (needs testing)
Extreme weather – safety review of LARV
Work suspended on LARV
Access to LARV reopened
Umbilical cut started for prep + test
Shore cable first test good

38
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DSC
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DATE
19/9/18
20/9/18

21/9/18

24/9/18

25/9/18

TIME
16:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
15:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
13:30
8:00
8:00
15:00
11:30

SYSTEM
COMMS
SITE
COMMS
SLURRY
ECON
COMMS
MV
MV
SLURRY
MV
LARV
MV
MV

COMMENTS
Umbilical first testing looks good
Scrap umbilical removed from water 36m long
Umbilical termination started
Riser construction started
Transformer blown – order replacement
Umbilical term complete
First test of comm/power starting
Power + comms to pod good
Riser connected to VAMOS MV
Environmental sensors begin install
PNA install on VARV begins
Dry comm activities completed
Oil tight MV

38
WEEK
INITIAL
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DATE
25/9/18
25/9/18
26/9/18

27/9/18

TIME
11:00
8:00
14:00
9:00
9:00
11:00
16:00
16:00
8:00
13:30
12:00
16:00
17:00

SYSTEM
LARV
CC
MV
LARV
PNA
EMS
SMD/PNA
LARV
LARV
MV
MV
MV
LARV

COMMENTS
High wind causing issues with LARV
CC moved to new location
Dry function testing complete
Primary anchors being installed
PNA on MV being installation
EMS install on MV complete
Interface between SMD and INESC checked
Primary anchors connected to winches
Begin positioning of LARV into mid‐water
MV dip test started
Lift wire attached
Wet test complete
Full length mooring lines installed

39
WEEK
INITIAL

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE
28/9/18

29/9/18
1/10/18

2/10/18
3/10/18

TIME
7:30
7:00
17:00
11:00
11:00
16:00
13:00
16:00
12:00
14:00
15:00
8:00
10:30

SYSTEM
LARV
SLURRY
LARV
SLURRY
LARV
EVA
SHORE
SHORE
MV
MV
DWF
LARV
MV

COMMENTS
Fit up of mooring lines to LARV for area A
Sinker hose construction begins
On location A
Sinker line complete
USBL position of LARV good
Start first pass slurry of pit
Shore cable fibre damaged
Cable repaired
Air bubble removed from elec term box (small remaining)

SLS brackets fitted
Flexible hose DWF – crane used now installed
Junction box fitting by Damen
INESC harnesses fitted

39
WEEK
INITIAL
DSC

IM
IM
IM
IM
IM

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE

4/10/18

TIME
10:30
12:30
12:50
13:30
9:00
14:30
15:00
16:00
8:00
10:00
11:00
13:00
14:00

SYSTEM
AAL
MV
DWF
MV
ALL
CABLE
CC
EVA
MV
DWF
CC
MV
LARV

COMMENTS
Council visit
Dredge pump pumping 30% capacity
Issue with DWF leaking at pipe outlet (pumping stopped for remedial action)

Dredge pumped at full hydraulic capacity through dump value

Point cloud scan completed
Buoys attaching to shore cable (started)
Damen automated dredge software not working
Eva full scan of Area B – results not ideal
Further INESC calibration checks
Road bridge arrive to concrete DWF plant
Damen software check (pass) in dry
Shore cable buoys further attached
Moving LARV into position 8m away

WEEK
INITIAL

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE

5/10/18

6/10/18

TIME
16:00
17:30
8:00
9:00
9:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
16:00
16:30
8:00
9:00
10:00

SYSTEM
DWF
MV
MV
MV/PNA
LARV
MV
DWF
LARV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV

COMMENTS
Concrete paved in DWF
MV covered to floor to 33.3m deep
Elec term compensator filled to 80%
Further calibration checks
Winch extension cable wire removed to allow for more LARV movement
Pumping tests performed + completed (density not working, power limited by motor
current)

DWF requires attention water flooding over top
LARV close to final position requires new anchor
Machine lowered to floor
MV cuts two full sweeps
Electrical compensator topped up
Umbilical linked to riser to stop
POD opened to check SLS connection

WEEK
INITIAL
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DATE

8/10/18

TIME
8:00
10:00
12:34
12:34
8:00
11:00
11:30
12:30
13:00
13:15
13:20
13:30
13:35

SYSTEM
LARV
DWF
MV
MV
LARV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV

COMMENTS
Replacement shore connect point added
DWF improvement occurring to reduce flooding
Fixed SLS connection
Helicoil needs replacing
Riser pipe moved over shore cable – repositioned

POD helicoil swapper out – POD closed
M3 Rotated to use on tilt mode
Machine lowered to pit floor
MV first touch on pit floor with cutting head
Pump ran to get to max pump speed
Auger started, cutter started. Start of cutting sweeps

Forward movement of MV cutting repeated
DWF full – starting to leak

WEEK
INITIAL
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DATE

TIME
13:40
14:15
14:30
15:15
15:00

9/10/18
9:00
8:00
11:00
13:30
12:00
12:30
16:00

SYSTEM
MV
LARV
MV
MV
EVA
MV
MV
DWF
MV
MV
DWF
MV
MV

COMMENTS
Dredge pump not slowing down. Motor 1 stopped
Sinker pipe air lock removed. Weir block planks removed

INS down. Vehicle recovered
INSEC investigating INS
Scanning area A
INS fixed
P + T removed for assessment
Fixed DWF – wind damage overnight
MV lowered to 2m below floor
Damen perform pumping calibration checks
DWF checked for leaks. Video recording of leak
MV cutting + pumping for 3 hours +
Hoist check once MV is back on LARV (not working)

WEEK
INITIAL

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE

TIME
18:00
21:00
10/10/18 8:00
8:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
12:30
14:30
15:00
16:30

SYSTEM
DWF
DWF
DWF
MV
DWF
DWF
MV
DWF
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV

COMMENTS
Email send with regards to DWF safety concern
Frank bosman happy that is not a safety risk as long as the bottom pit is clear

Road bridge on site to put more sand bags
Comps + MV checked over. Rocks removed from auger
Tasks of the day passed out, including off limits statement

Full indicator to DWF added
Anchor fingers removed (damen request)
Sand bags added to DWF complete
MV on sea floor
Closed loop reading full – recovered to surface
Lowered to surface – now cutting + collecting
Grab sample attempting – no success
Hoist wire not working ‐ vehicle at bottom
Vehicle on LARV – unable to land

WEEK
INITIAL

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE TIME SYSTEM
11/10/18 7:30 LARV
8:30 MV
10:00 MV
12:00 MV
12:30 MV
12:30 MV
12:30 MV
13:00 MV
14:00 MV
14:30 EVA
15:30 MV
17:00 MV
17:25 EVA

COMMENTS
Damen guys find IP fault conflict with LARV now fixed

POD tripped – now fixed
MV lowered to floor for cutting only operations
Cutting sweeps completed recover to LARV for inspection

FUGRO working on machine
Snapped water hose
Lost oil from compensator
Top up fluid + fix hose
Decision to modify anchor
EVA scanning area
Auger modifications begin
Modifications complete
EVA out of water

WEEK
INITIAL
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DATE TIME SYSTEM
12/10/18 7:30 DWF
7:45 ALL
8:00 DWF
10:00 MV
12:30 MV
13:30 MV
16:30 MV
16:45 MV
17:00 MV
13/10/18
MV
13/10/18
MV
14/10/18
MV
14/10/18 13:00 MV

COMMENTS
DWF repair high winds overnight
Site to be supervised – high gusts around
Site fixed
Cutting + collection for 2.5hrs
Leak seen (oil in water)
Filter found to have leak
Oil drained – ready for repair
Auger on LARV for swap out
Picks changed to 15mm tungsten carbide
Change auger to previous design
Emulsified oil drained from open loop system
Open loop system flushed with new oil
Observation – threads on hydraulics appear to be vibrating loose

41
WEEK
INITIAL

PG
PG
PG
PG

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary

DATE
15/10/18
15/10/18
15/10/18
15/10/18
16/10/18
16/10/18
16/10/18
16/10/18
16/10/18
16/10/18
17/10/18
17/10/18
17/10/18

TIME
8:30
9:30
PM
PM
10:00
12:00
14:00
14:10
15:00
16:00
6:30
7:00
8:30

SYSTEM
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
LARV
LARV
CC

WEEK
COMMENTS
INITIAL
Transfer pump broken. Obtain replacement before MV can operate
PG
Transfer pump (new) arrived and taken to LARV PG
MV open loop hydraulic failed with 32cst oil
PG
Oil sample taken (open loop)
PG
Cutter camera re‐positioned as bullet camera
PG
MV test backhoe functions & quick hitch (on LARV)
PG
LARV repositions for lift point & backhoe attachment tests PG
MV deployed and lift point de‐latch/latch test performed
PG
Backhoe attachment test performed
PG
MV recovered to deck. Lift winch wires twisted PG
LARV re‐positioned to Area A
PG
Clear comms unit fixed
PG
Shore cable Kellum’s grip – remedial work (previous ineffective)
PG

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS

WEEK
INITIAL

17/10/18 12:00 to
14:00
17/10/18 14:00
17/10/18 14:00
17/10/18 15:00

MV

Cutting floor in area “A”

PG

MV
MV
MV

17/10/18
17/10/18
18/10/18
19/10/18
19/10/18
20/10/18
20/10/18

MV
‐
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV

INS failed
Winch encoder failed
Loose bolts reported on starboard HPU. Also loose bolts on aft HCU, PCU, cooler,
Accumulator. Pattern of failure
Appears to be tapped holes in aluminium,
Gasket on dredge pump failed
Panolin oil (32cst) arrives
HPU support beams welded to frames by “air mount”
Nordlock washers installed where appropriate
M3 sonar + P&T installed
M3 sonar P&T limits set
Launch in area “A” and floor mining approx. 2 hours

PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG

15:00
pm
am
‐
pm
am
am
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DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS

WEEK
INITIAL

20/10/18
21/10/18
22/10/18
22/10/18
22/10/18
23/10/18
23/10/18
23/10/18
24/10/18
24/10/18
24/10/18
24/10/18
25/10/18

PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG

pm
‐
am
am
pm
am
am
pm
am
pm
pm
pm
am

MV
‐
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
LARV
MV
MV
MV
MV

MV recovered and inspected. All seems OK
No work. Day off
Mining face 30‐40 degrees in area ‘A’ at 48m
On recovery dilution hose found to be collapsed
Mining area ‘A’, main section hose blocked with rocks
LARV repositioned in area ‘A’ for floor cutting
Open loop oil sample milky, oil change done
Mining area ‘A’
House keeping
Investigation for oil leak (Backhoe?)
Multiple launches for visitors day
Mining area ‘A’
Return to area ‘A’ to collect cut material. Closed loop reservoir
Oil overheat (N90degrees) Dredge stall
Oil leak observed on recovery
Closed loop reservoir dropped from 50% to 38.8%

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS
25/10/18
‐
25/10/18
25/10/18
26/10/18
26/10/18
26/10/18
26/10/18
‐
26/10/18

PM
‐
PM
PM
AM
AM
AM
PM
‐
15:30
PM
26/10/18 17:00
27/10/18 09:00

WEEK
INITIAL

MV
‐
LARV
EVA
LARV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV

Dredge pump partially disconnected. Rocks found
In 2nd stage. Test performed. All ok
LARV moved to area ‘B’ at base of vertical face
EVA performing scan of mine
Continue moving LARV to target in area ‘B’
Weld bars in auger grill to reduce size of gap
Launch MV and cut face off cliff
Recover V for inspection. Some bolts loose
Ratchet strap added to STBD HPU. P&T removed for repair
MV launched. Coda only for visualisation

PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG

MV
MV

MV recovered. MV inspected, all OK (some picks completely worn)
P&T refitted to MV. Pan not working, operate using tilt only

PG
PG

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS
27/10/18 AM
AM

MV
MV

PM

MV

MV deployed to area A for 2 hours of cutting
Blocked auger causes recovery to fix
Vibration checks done
30 mins cutting at area A

WEEK
INITIAL
PDG
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DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS

WEEK
INITIAL

29/10

DSC

8:00

MV

11:00
11:45

MV
System

13:15
13:40

MV
Slurry
MV

15:00
15:45

MV
MV

Change complete set packs to more aggressive
Set = 12mm TCT
Auger bottom plate removed to aid collection
Launch MV area B – cutting location
*delayed due to comms conflict*
Back onto testing – Launch
Pumping water
Mining ops without M3 and P&T
Broken – no way of survey volume
Full cutter pressure used regularly
Stop mining
Remove auger shaft

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS
30/10

9:00

MV
MV

10:00

LARV
MV

11:00

EVA

Launch to area A
Cutting at face – Working MV hard
No ability to collect
SLD effective at giving operator
Awareness close to face
Recover MV hindered due to Gantry fault
Vibration has effected SAE clamps especially around cutter cylinders
Damen dredge discharge pipe working
Loose – All fixed
EVA in water to conduct post cut
Survey of location of cuttings ops

WEEK
INITIAL
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DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS

WEEK
INITIAL

30/10

DSC

12:00
15:30

31/10

MV
EVA
PNA
MV
EMS
MV

7:30

MV

8:15
8:30

MV
MV
EVA

Picks changed where worn
Change 30 to EVA
Delays due to comms issue
MV launch in water area B
Plume monitor in visualisation
Consistent cutting – high pressures
Full slew rate
Change worn picks – Sandvik
Replace Batteries on TMS – Fugro
Deck checks for MV
Launch to mid water
EVA scanning MV with 3D sonar
(Publicity Shots)

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS

WEEK
INITIAL

31/10

DSC

8:45

MV

10:00
11:00

MV
MV

11:05

MV

Launch to floor
Limited cutting area B because of difficulty bringing MV up to workface
The bottom condition is now covered with cuttings – tracks struggling to move
machine
Recovering had to be with LARV assist as MV stuck in cuttings
Vibration issues have caused HPU2
Pump to come away from motor – seal
Damage – Temp fix with sealant
Launch in water for inesc to calibrate
Lim warnings on HPU2 Identify that we

WP5: Field Trials Daily Diary
DATE TIME SYSTEM COMMENTS

WEEK
INITIAL

31/10

DSC

MV
11:20
12:30
14:30
15:30
16:15

1/11

7:00

MV
PNA
EVA

Have some water ingress
Recover MV – Worn picks replaced
Deploy to area B
Lots of successful cutting with good collection
Training FUGRO on MV pilot
Training of Damen staff to pilot
Damen collecting pumping data
Recover MV
P+T broken due to vibration
Due to PNA damage MV unable to proceed
Day is given to EVA to conduct
Hi‐Res survey of cut areas + sinker exit

Walter Riegler
Sandvik Mining and Construction GmbH.
Phone: 0043 – 3577 – 755 - 0

Trip Report Vamos ATH 150
Site

Silvermines/Magcobar Open Pit

Date / Duration

01.10.2018 – 01.11.2018

Reason for Visit

Monitoring ATH 150

1. Travel
01.10.2018: Travel from Zeltweg to Nenagh via Vienna and Dublin.

2. Machine Monitoring Field Test Trials
02.10.2018 – 06.10.2018: After arriving at the Magcobar open pit mining site, I introduced
myself to the site manager (P. Arnold) and all the people involved with the project. I received a
full site safety induction. Once that was done Ian Maskell showed me the miner on the barch.
In this week miner testing and mining ground scanning were still in progress as well as LARV
commissioning. They also carried out the pump test and the functionality of the dewatering
plant – as it turned out the there was a leak in one of the dewatering basin. The leak was fixed
with additional concrete but it delayed the test schedule for two days. We also tested the miner
lifting into the water with the gantry crane on the LARV.
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MV on the LARV
Friday further testing has been done with the communication between the MV and the control
center as well as with the hoist system on the LARV, the dewatering plant has been sealed off
and in the afternoon, we lowered the MV to the mine floor and tested all the functions – we
even scratched a little bit of rock. The cutter head is equipped with P3DS-3876-2162 picks.
08.10.2018 -13.10.2018: At the beginning of the week SMD, BTM and INESC carried out
further scanning and machine calibration. On one of the closed pods we replaced a damaged
Heli coil insert. The LARV has been moved to a different position and pump testing has been
done as well as the calibration of the density meter. Tuesday, we started cutting in the
afternoon – we did six cuts (bench mining up to 300mm) on a slope. The sump depth was
somewhere between 300 and 400 mm and cutting depth around 50 mm. The sump depth is
measured with the GPS system – can’t tell how accurate that is. Cutting data is recorded by
SMD. During those cuts the loading auger got stuck many times – to improve the auger issue
the rake in the center of the auger has been removed. The picks showed very little wear after
those cuts.

Wednesday, we made five sumps, before we had to bring the MV to the surface for hydraulic
problem (closed loop reservoir leak). Since the loading auger gets stuck on every cut several
times, we must lift the loading tray or back up the miner to get it started again – this slows
down the mining process. Thursday, we cut six sumps without using the auger. It seems like
the rock is getting harder the deeper we cut – machine is bouncing around a lot per the GPS
system. Therefore, we are taking only 30 mm cuts for now. After bringing the MV to the
surface, SMD modified the auger slightly.
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Friday, we cut nine sumps using the modified auger- the auger still got stuck several times.
We noticed that the auger motor pressure dropped from 230 bar to 100 bar and decided to
bring the MV to the surface again. On the surface, we found out that there was a hydraulic oil
leak in the open loop circuit. Since the oil is contaminated with water, the hydraulic oil must be
changed out on that circuit. SMD also decided to use a different auger in the loading device –
this will be done over the weekend. It also has been decided to change the cutter picks (no
picks had to be replaced yet). I installed the Q3DD-3876-4162 pick type.

New Auger and Cutter Picks
15.10.2018 – 20.10.2018: In this week SMD had to finish the open loop hydraulic circuit
flushing – oil was still contaminated with water after the system filter came lose. On Tuesday,
the MV was lowered into the water and some system test were carried out: The backhoe was
tested for functionality as well as the vehicle recovery using the latch mechanism (lifting
device). On Wednesday, we lowered the MV into the water and started cutting – unfortunately
after only two cuts the INS positioning system failed and we had to recover the MV to the
surface. The INS system has been taken off the MV and has been repaired onsite by INESC,
per them the device failed because of too much vibration. We also noticed that on the rhs
hydraulic motor and pump assembly, the bolts came lose or broke off. Since all the bolts on
the MV are installed with regular washers, SMD decided to replace the normal washers with
Nordlock discs – this has been carried out while INESC were repairing the positioning device.
On both hydraulic motors, support bars have been welded in place. On Saturday, we finally
were mining for two hours without any problems – cutting away on a slope.
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Hydraulic Motor Mount
22.10.2018 – 27.10.2018: In this week, we experienced more of the same as on the other
weeks so far: Sufficient mining is not possible, because the loading device (auger) get stuck as
soon as bigger material get sucked into the suction mouth. The mining area now is also not
ideal – there is obviously just lose material (soil mixed with rocks) at the pit bottom. Therefore,
the LARV has been moved to a different mining spot, to have something to show on the
upcoming Open Day. In this area, we tried to cut a ramp twice, on each ramp we did about ten
sumps (300 – 400 mm) with up to 300 mm deep cuts. When cutting those ramp’s, the loading
devise didn’t stall as much as before. After the Open Day (potentional customers and involved
project officials as well as people from mining University’s showed up), it has been decided to
move the LARV close to a High wall mining location. Shortly after starting cutting in the high
wall, the dredge pump seized up – since we were not able to get it running again we had to
disassemble the suction pipe and one of the impeller cover’s. After removing the jammed
rocks from the impeller housing the pump was up and running again.

Jammed dredge Pump and Auger
We did further cutting trials on the high wall but we were not very successful: The auger
blocked up as soon we lowered it to the floor. Since the rock in the high wall seems to be hard,
the machine gets pushed out of line on every swing (about 30 degrees). And of course, the
INESC stuff (visualization) also failed again due to heavy vibration. I also had to change two
picks on the left cutter head (pick holder #1 & 2 equipped with Q3DD-3876-4162). After a few
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unsuccessful trials in the high wall SMD decided to recover the MV and modify the auger
system. We also decided to use another pick type (Q3DS-3888-3562). As we recovered the
vehicle, SMD had to tighten all the bolts on the hydraulic valve housings, all bolts for the
hydraulic motor were lose again and several hydraulic fittings came lose.

29.10.2018 – 31.10.2018: Since we are trying to cut into the high wall, the same problems
come up after a few sumps and cuts – the INESC M3 Sonar and the PAN &Tilt Coda fail due
to vibration during machine operation. Also, the machine gets pushed out of the face or out of
line from the heading. The machine weight in the water is a little less the 20 ton. The loading
device (auger) stops on every sump – therefore SMD decided to take the auger off. Now the
suction mouth on the loading tray gets blocked and shuts off the dredge pump – obviously, the
dredge system is not big and strong enough. Since the struggle with the positioning system
continuos, very little mining gets done. On the last we decided to mine till the machine breaks
– the first thing broken was the INESC Pan & Tilt and the Sonar, a bit later the rhs hydraulic
pump came lose. Once the miner was on the LARV we saw that all the picks on the cutter
head were gone as well. SMD decided to call it quits and started decommission the whole
project.
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Many Thanks to everybody involved with the project for their great support!!
3. Travel
01.11.2018: Travel back to Zeltweg via Dublin (Ireland) and Vienna.
Best regards
Walter Riegler
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Visit report Silvermines field trials
Mining vehicle and pumping system
 In order to get a little product to shore, it look like a stone crusher has to be built in front of
suction mouth. Of course with the capacity of the Damen pump. There are so many loose
stones of different sizes in this mine pit, that each time the suction mouth is closed. Then
no smaller stones come through unfortunately. Just water. There are also big stones that
having been cut, but too large to handle. So it seems this material breaks into both small
and large pieces. This may also have to do with the speed and pressure with which one
cuts. And this will perhaps also differ per rock. The suction hose and the dilution hose are
also deformed by high vacuum and the passage is reduced. These will have to be
replaced and a vacuum relief valve in recommended to install for the future to prevent this.
 During the pumping of we tried everything to suck up material. The most efficient was
around the 3.2 m/s speed in the pipe. Then the large stones remained lying and small
material came along. If there was even a large stone between them, then the suction
mouth was immediately stuck again.
 The auger also gave a lot of problems. In the end it was just removed because it only got
in the way. We tried everything first. The screw was modified, larger and smaller grid in
the suction mouth, and the previous auger was mounted.
 Regarding the sensors of INESC, this also needs to be improved. The sensors do it well
but they have to be mounted on good and well thought-out shock absorbers. Then I think
that most of the problems will already be solved. Furthermore, INESC should do its best
with cable management because currently it does not look good. They use cheap junction
boxes I think. As a result, several times they had moisture in various connectors.
 There have been many oil spills and therefore the oil mixed with water in the hydraulic
system. Flushing has been done, but it is still not as it should be. Oil leaks came from
loose connections, loose plugs, etc. This was partly due to the heavy vibrations that the
mining vehicle underwent during cutting.
 In order to counteract the harsh vibrations during cutting, I think the mining vehicle needs
to be made heavier. The shifting of the vehicle during cutting will then also be reduced.
This can be done through multiple options. It must be the case that the vehicle has to be
transported by road and is therefore limited to weight and size. By making a number of
points on the vehicle you can, for example, add extra weight with counterweights of
cranes. A lot can also be added to the cutter arm itself. This has already been calculated
by Paul Griffiths. The hoisting winch can lift 40 tons, I believe. So we still have some
hoisting capacity left. You can also bring the vehicle back into balance in this way,
because now it hangs backwards when it is hanging in the air for recovery.
 If we would use the system again, what we should be doing is actually modifying the
mining vehicle and testing for another week or two. The LARV in the meantime would
need a bit of refurbishing also, because it also needs some love.

DAMEN DREDGING EQUIPMENT
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Now also the problems we have had with the LARV:
 It depends on what is going to happen with this project, but the electrical cable harnesses
of all users can be made much neater. Make everything neatly on length and reconnect.
There is far too much excess length on some cables.
 During the test we regularly had a failure. A communication fault that could only be reset
by turning off the main switch and restarting everything. This is not convenient because
INESC with their sensors then lost all info and the vehicle is blind in the water. Initially it
was unclear where this fault came from. Later it turned out that the fault was in one of the
network switches in the CC
 The encoder of the hoist winch gave up (possibly as a cause of the long stand still time in
between the 2 trial periods). A new one was ordered, and mounted at the end of the
Silvermines trial.
 Lanyards must be installed for safety in order to be able to hook up if you have to work on
the vehicle. (Also mentioned in my Lee Moor report)
 The Hiab deck crane is leaking oil significantly at the control panel.

DAMEN DREDGING EQUIPMENT
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